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Abstract 

The inheritance of genetic information depends on the duplication and transfer of deoxyribonucleic acid 

(DNA) molecules from parental cells to daughter cells (1). Therefore, DNA undergoes various transitions 

from different physical appearances throughout the cell cycle including highly compacted forms (2). To 

achieve these special requirements, protein complexes of the essential SMC (structural maintenance of 

chromosomes) family are utilized by prokaryotes and eukaryotes (1). Using their ability to interact with 

and manipulate DNA, SMC complexes are responsible for the genome organization and are involved in 

fundamental DNA-based phenomena like replication, DNA repair and sister chromatid cohesion (3–5). 

Throughout the last decades evidence accumulated that the genome organization is based on a 

dynamic process called DNA loop extrusion mediated by the SMC complexes (6). It was found that 

eukaryotic SMCs can adopt ring-like shapes (O-shape) as well as collapsed forms (B-shape) via their 

elongated coiled-coil domain (7, 8). Consecutive transitions between these conformations enable the 

motor activity of SMCs and result in the growth of a DNA loop (9). Simultaneously acting complexes 

extrude the DNA fiber into a compacted and well-organized form (10). Loop lengths were found to be in 

the order of ten-thousands of base pairs and even more, which enable local contacts over far genomic 

distances (11). 

In the main part of this thesis, the architecture of the SMC coiled coils is analyzed by using the isolated 

coiled-coil domain of Psm3 from Schizosaccharomyces pombe (S. pombe) as a model system (12). 

Using unfolding experiments the thermodynamic stability profile of the coiled coils was determined. The 

SMC coiled coils turned out to be a relatively unstable fold compared to other coiled coils, which could 

be attributed to the segmented composition. The coiled-coil segments were found to fold independently 

and reliably, which could be distorted by mutations in vitro and in vivo. 

The unfolding experiments were performed on a commercially available optical tweezers set-up and are 

among the first high-resolution data obtained from such an instrument. Hence, a key aspect of this thesis 

involved the setup of the instrument, the reliable production of suitable samples and finally the 

reproducible acquisition of high-quality measurements. A bottleneck of the reproducibility is the 

calibration of the instrument (13). The second part of this thesis focusses on the identification and 

correction of miscalibration and non-linearity effects and paves the way for future experiments with high 

accuracy and precision. 

The third part of this thesis addresses the SMC head domains, which possess the ATPase activity and 

create a DNA binding site upon ATP binding. Since loop extrusion was found to be dependent on ATP 

hydrolysis (9, 14), a detailed understanding of the conformational changes inside the SMC head 

domains will shed light on the unresolved questions facing the mechanism behind loop extrusion. To 

initialize future experiments, the purification of Smc1 and Smc3 head domains was established and their 

engagement and activity as well as their oligomeric states were analyzed.  
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I Biological introduction 

This chapter will describe the biological role of SMC complexes for the three-dimensional arrangement 

of eukaryotic genomes and will introduce the architecture and regulation of SMCs. 

Inside the nucleus, the DNA is highly compacted and shows a multi-layered organization (Fig. 1). The 

DNA fiber is wrapped around histone octamers to form nucleosomes (15). Furthermore, histones contain 

long tail regions, which can self-interact to build-up nucleosomal chains (16). Tightly packed 

nucleosomes correlate with epigenetic marks and form heterochromatin, which is typically characterized 

as inactive or silenced (17). On the contrary, euchromatin is supposed to be more accessible and active 

(18). The positioning of nucleosomes is further dependent on chromatin remodelers (19). 

 

Figure 1: Genome organization. Inside the nucleus of eukaryotes, the genome is 

organized in different levels of compaction and chromosomal folding. Chromosomes 

contain distinct compartments. Compartments further consist of topological 

associated domains (TADs), which are regions of increased self-interaction and are 

based on DNA loops. DNA loops were recently found to be dependent on SMC 

complexes. Furthermore, DNA is wrapped around histones to form nucleosomes, 

which can arrange into nucleosomal chains. Adapted from (20). 

Besides nucleosomal packing, DNA is condensed by chromosomal loops, which bridge DNA sequences 

over far genomic distances (1). Furthermore, genomic looping results in topological associated domains 

(TADs), which show an increased level of self-interactions (21). Domains lead to the 

compartmentalization of chromosomes, where transcriptionally active (A) and gene-rich compartments 

are differentiated from transcriptionally inactive (B) and gene-poor compartments (11). 

The chromosomes undergo various transformations during the cell cycle. During interphase, the 

chromosomal conformation is dynamic, because loops are frequently formed and released (22). 

Interphase chromosomes are the least condensed and therefore accessible for e.g. transcription (23). 

During S-phase, the chromosomes are replicated and sister chromatids are physically held together (1, 

2). Moreover, mitotic chromosomes exhibit nested loop structures, which lead to chromosome 
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condensation (24). Finally, sister chromatids segregate during anaphase, which ensures the end of each 

cell cycle (4). 

I.1 The cohesin complex – a member of the SMC protein family 

SMC proteins form multi-subunit complexes, which can be found in all kingdoms of life (1). Whether 

small prokaryotic genomes or multiple eukaryotic chromosomes, DNA molecules need to be accessible 

for transcription, replication or repair and simultaneously be highly compacted to fit into cells (21). This 

interplay between DNA accessibility and packing is organized by the members of the essential SMC 

complex family, which are postulated to dynamically form and resolve DNA loops (1, 21). DNA loops 

bridge distant regions in the genome, which provide physical contacts necessary for gene regulation 

(25). The development of chromosome conformation capture techniques identified numerous nested 

loops inside higher-order compartments of eukaryotic genomes, which were termed topologically 

associated domains (TADs) (11). Within TADs the amount of genomic self-interactions are upregulated, 

while interactions between different compartments are reduced (26). 

The mechanism behind TAD formation and DNA looping was unknown until recent experiments have 

suggested the SMC complex cohesin as the mediator of DNA loops in interphase chromosomes (27) 

and the SMC complex condensin as the mediator of DNA loops in mitotic chromosomes (24). In a 

simplified view, the ring-shaped SMCs load onto chromosomes (Fig. 2 A,B) and extrude DNA through 

their lumen, which results in DNA loops of several kilobases in size (Fig. 2 C,D). Several complexes 

transform the linear DNA molecule into a compacted form. Since loop extrusion was found to be 

dependent on ATP hydrolysis (28, 29), a novel motor activity of SMCs was concluded (10, 30). 

Furthermore, the SMC complexes share a conserved construction scheme from prokaryotes to 

eukaryotes (1), which will be introduced in chapter I.2. SMCs consist of elongated coiled-coil domains, 

which can perform large-scale conformational changes (31) and which will be explained in more detail 

in chapter I.3. Cohesin is highly regulated throughout the cell cycle (32), which will be highlighted in 

chapter I.4. After replication, the sister chromatids are entrapped inside cohesin’s ring structure (Fig. 2 

E), which gets later proteolytically opened to release the sister chromatids for segregation (Fig. 2 F) (2). 

Malfunction or impairment of this process frequently lead to severe defects like aneuploidy or even cell 

death (33). Further, cohesinopathies, like Cornelia de Lange syndrome or Roberts syndrome, are 

genetic disorders associated with mutations in cohesin or its regulators and show a wide range of 

deleterious phenotypes (34). 

To summarize: SMC complexes, like cohesin, are responsible for the genome organization by the 

extrusion of DNA loops (DNA tethering in cis), which will be reviewed in chapter I.5. Additionally, cohesin 

is responsible for sister chromatid cohesion (DNA tethering in trans), which are essential processes and 

their molecular basis is after decades of research still not fully understood. 
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Figure 2: Chromosome organization by the SMC complexes. Top: Cartoon of a ring-

like multi-subunit SMC complex, like cohesin, which can be loaded onto DNA. 

Middle: SMCs were found at the boundaries of DNA loops. Using ATP hydrolysis, 

the SMC complex extrudes DNA through its lumen in a processive manner, which 

increases the DNA loop length. It is still under debate, if single SMCs extrude loops 

symmetrically (as drawn) or asymmetrically. Bottom: After S-phase, the two sister 

chromatids are physically held together inside the cohesin complex (sister chromatid 

cohesion). In anaphase, cohesin is proteolytically opened by separase, which 

releases the sister chromatids. 

I.2 Conserved SMC architecture 

SMC proteins are present throughout all kingdoms of life (1). While prokaryotic SMC complexes like 

Smc-ScpAB (e.g. Bacillus subtilis, B. subtilis) or MukBEF (e.g. Escherichia coli, E. coli) consist of 

homodimeric SMC proteins (35), eukaryotic SMCs evolved into heterodimeric proteins and additionally, 

into different flavors of complexes, namely cohesin (Smc1/3), condensin (Smc2/4) and Smc5/6 (21). 

Cohesins are responsible for sister chromatid cohesion (32). Condensins are responsible for 

chromosome condensation during mitosis (10). The lack of an epithet for Smc5/6 is due to its diverse 

and poorly understood functions in DNA repair (3). 

All members of the SMC family share a characteristic construction (Fig. 3, top left). Two SMC proteins 

dimerize at their hinge domains, which are connected via elongated, antiparallel coiled coils (SMC arms) 

of conserved length to the ATP-binding (ABC)-like ATPase head domains (1). Two active sites are 

generated by dimerization of the individual head domains upon ATP binding. This process is termed 
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head engagement and creates a recently discovered DNA binding site on top of the dimerized heads 

(Fig. 3, top right) (36). Hence, monomeric SMC proteins cannot hydrolyze ATP as they lack complete 

active sites (37–39). 

The SMC dimer is bridged by the kleisin subunit at the heads in an asymmetric way (1). The N-terminal 

domain of the kleisin binds to the coiled coils above one SMC head by forming a helix bundle. This 

interface is known as the neck gate (40), a potential entry or exit gate of DNA inside the SMC lumen 

(41). The following amino acids of the kleisin are intrinsically disordered and harbor binding motifs for 

SMC regulatory subunits (Hawks, HEAT proteins associated with kleisins or Kites, kleisin interacting 

winged-helix tandem elements), which can largely differ between SMC complexes (1, 3). Finally, the C-

terminal domain of the kleisin binds to the cap of the other SMC head as a winged-helix domain (42), 

which result in the characteristic tripartite ring structure of SMC complexes (8). 

The conserved architecture suggests a conserved working principle for all the SMC complexes (30). 

The neck gate can be found in prokaryotes and eukaryotes and its regulation is essential for the 

entrapment of DNA inside the SMC complexes (1, 40). Furthermore, the head domains and the 

regulatory subunits were found to form a globular domain (8). Recent structures of SMCs bound to DNA 

revealed the gripping state of the globular domain (Fig. 3, below) as a conserved feature of SMCs and 

SMC-like complexes (43–47). This DNA clamp enables the regulation of DNA binding during the ATPase 

cycle. Interestingly, each SMC utilizes different regulatory subunits (Hawks or Kites) to clamp DNA on 

top of the engaged head domains. Furthermore, DNA binding was described for bacterial and eukaryotic 

hinge domains (35, 48). A conserved working principle can rely on these aspects, but latest studies 

focusing on SMC components, like the coiled-coil domains, have found complex-specific features (31, 

49), which could enable the use of these conserved properties in a divergent manner. 

This thesis focusses on the yeast cohesin complex and uses the protein nomenclature of 

Saccharomyces cerevisiae (S. cerevisiae) if not stated otherwise. The SMC proteins of yeast cohesin 

are Smc1 (blue in Fig. 3) and Smc3 (red in Fig. 3). The corresponding kleisin subunit is called Scc1 

(green in Fig. 3) and cohesin’s Hawks are Scc3, Pds5 and the cohesin loader complex Scc2/Scc4 (beige 

in Fig. 3) (1). 
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Figure 3:  SMC architecture with focus on the globular domain. Top left: Two SMC 

proteins (blue and red) dimerize at their hinge domains. They further consist of 

elongated coiled coils and the head domains, where ATP can be hydrolyzed. A 

trimeric ring is formed by bridging the SMC proteins asymmetrically with the kleisin 

subunit (green), where additional regulatory subunits (Hawks or Kites) can bind and 

form the globular domain. Top right: The engagement of the SMC head domains is 

the dimerization upon ATP binding, which sandwiches two ATP molecules (yellow 

spheres) between the heads (shown by yeast cohesin, PDB: 6ZZ6). The resulting 

DNA (gray and black) binding site is located on top of the heads. Below: In the case 

of yeast cohesin, the loader complex (Scc2/Scc4) is the Hawk protein, which clamps 

DNA on top of the heads while the neck gate is closed. Similar structures of such a 

gripping state were resolved for fission yeast cohesin (PDB: 6YUF), human cohesin 

(PDB: 6WG3), yeast condensin (PDB: 7Q2Y), yeast Smc5/6 (PDB: 7TVE) and even 

MukBEF (PDB: 7NZ3), as well as bacterial MRN (PDB: 6S6V). This conformation 

represents an intermediate state, which was captured with point mutations in the 

active sites of both SMC proteins (EQ-mutants) that allowed ATP binding, but 

prevented ATP-hydrolysis and therefore head disengagement. 

I.3 Features of SMC coiled coils 

Coiled coils (CC) are an ubiquitous folding feature and can cover up to 10% of the proteome of an 

organism (50). Their function ranges from spacing binding sites (e.g. in restriction enzymes (51)), over 

mediating macromolecular assemblies (e.g. in the intermediary filament protein vimentin (52)) to 

propagating conformational changes (e.g. in the motor protein dynein (53)). 

SMC proteins contain elongated, anti-parallel CCs of a conserved length (~ 50 nm) with domains at both 

ends (54), which indicate that a spacing purpose is likely. However, SMC CCs show, like dynein, a 

higher sequence conservation compared to other CC domains (50), which suggests a role in 

propagating conformational changes. The SMC complexes were found to adopt different CC 

conformations ranging from straight rods with a closed CC alignment to open, ring-like forms visualized 

with early imaging studies (7, 55) using atomic force microscopy (AFM) or rotary shadowing electron 

microscopy (EM). Crystallographic approaches could only resolve fractions of the CCs, if any (35, 40, 

48, 56). In line, the estimated flexibility of the SMC arms (persistence length of 2-4 nm) (7) is ten times 

higher than the CC domain of the related MRN complex (57), which adopts closed rod-shape 

conformations (58). 

Improved approaches using high-speed AFM under liquid conditions deepened the early observations 

and a nomenclature based on the alphabet were introduced for the different CC conformations (8, 59). 

Rods were called “I-shape”, rings were called “O-shape”. Moreover, collapsed (B-shape) conformations 

were described for the first time (Fig. 4, top) (31). In the B-shaped forms, the SMC arms fold onto each 

other at a novel bending point, which was consequently called the “elbow”. The bended elbow shrinks 

the distance between the hinge and the heads and could enable novel interactions between these 

domains, which was confirmed by the Cryo-EM structures of the cohesin and condensin holo-complexes 
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(Fig. 4, bottom) (60, 61). Additionally, frequent transitions between O- and B-shapes were revealed even 

for dimeric condensin proteins in the absence (7) and presence of ATP and DNA (8, 59). For the cohesin 

and condensin complex, DNA binding at the hinge domain and at the globular domain was observed, 

which identifies the O-shape/B-shape transition as the movement of two DNA binding sites relatively to 

each other (8), which is a prerequisite of loop extrusion. Single-molecule experiments confirmed that 

bending is independent of ATP (59), which suggests a passively bending motion highly depending on 

the elasticity of the elbow feature (12). Notably, I-shapes were sparsely populated, whereas the 

prokaryotic Smc-ScpAB (49) and Smc5/6 (62) preferentially adopts rod-shapes with aligned CCs (Fig. 

4). Taken together, the imaging of SMC CCs revealed their extremely flexible polymer properties 

together with a portfolio of dynamic conformations, which encouraged more mechanisitic models (30, 

63) for loop extrusion as described in chapter I.1. 
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Figure 4: Cartoon and models of the SMC shapes. The B-shape of SMCs is a 

consequence of the bending at the elbow feature located in the middle segment of 

the CC domain. Frequent transitions between collapsed conformations and circular 

O-shapes were reported and could drive the SMC motor activity. Additionally, I-
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shapes are preferentially found for some SMCs. DNA binding inside the I-shape 

could be achieved by a gradual opening of the aligned SMC arms. Bottom: Mid-

resolution structures of the holo-complexes of the eukaryotic SMC complexes (yeast 

cohesin; PDB: 7OGT, yeast condensin; PDB: 6YVU and yeast Smc5/6; PDB: 

7QCD), which enable the interpretation of the overall shape of the respective SMC 

complex, but detailed information about the coiled-coil kinks remain concealed. 

Although the Cryo-EM structures of the SMC holo-complexes give fundamental insights about their 

overall shape, the lack of atomic resolution hinders a clear interpretation at critical features of the CC 

domains. The conformational flexibility of SMC complexes could be a consequence of the non-resolved 

parts of the CC domains, which were also observed as kinks in the mentioned imaging studies. In the 

solved crystal structures of the SMC arms (31, 35, 40, 64), kinks can be frequently found (Fig. 5), 

whereas their significance and the correlation between kinks and the observed CC flexibility is mostly 

unknown. For example, in the CC of MukB at least four so-called “knuckles” were identified (65), which 

are small globular folds that interrupt the CC (Fig. 5). However, only one is relevant for CC bending (31). 

 

Figure 5: Structures of SMC coiled-coil fragments. The coiled coils emerging from 

the hinge domain are straight in the crystal structure of a homodimeric bacterial SMC 

(PDB: 4RSJ), whereas the eukaryotic coiled coils contain kinks and the hinge folds 

in a more asymmetric way (PDB: 4RSI). The elbow is located in the middle segment 

for cohesin, condensin or MukB (PDB: 6H2X), which enables bended shapes, 

whereas Smc-ScpAB (PDB: 5NNV) is nearly straight in that region, which would be 
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in agreement with a rod-like shape. The joint (PDB: 5NMO) is a conserved feature 

above the neck gate and provides local flexibility above the head domains. This 

features includes a straight helix on one coiled-coil strand (dark blue) surrounded by 

interrupted helices on the other strand (light blue). The neck gate (PDB: 4UX3) 

consists of a four-helix bundle including the N-terminus of the kleisin subunit (green) 

and is located between the joint and the head domain. 

For unresolved CC regions, prediction software can be consulted (66–68). CC domains can fold in a 

parallel or anti-parallel manner, while they generally follow a heptad repeat pattern (abcdefg)n (50). In a 

canonic CC motif, the amino acids “a” and “d” are hydrophobic (Fig. 6 left) and build up the hydrophobic 

core. The flanking amino acids stabilize the fold via electrostatics, which results in the so-called knobs-

into-holes packing (50). CC prediction software can evaluate, if the amino acid sequence of a given 

protein follows these guidelines and predicts a propensity along the sequence (67, 69, 70). 

Besides canonical CC motifs, deviations can be frequently found in natural occurring proteins (50). CCs 

can assemble in different geometries (trimers, tetramers or higher oligomers) (71) and discontinuities 

can interrupt the heptad repeat pattern (72), which results in a reduced CC propensity (31). GCN4 

contains a canonic CC fold (73), which correlates with high propensity values (Fig. 6 right). In contrast, 

OMP100 contains a linker insertion in between CC stretches (72). Consequently, the propensity profile 

at the insertion causes a drop (gray line in Fig. 6), but several other minima can be found in the profile, 

which do not affect the CC fold. An identification of the linker insertion solely based on the propensity 

profile is not possible. This shows the ambiguity of the sequence-based prediction software, which can 

identify canonical CCs, but have their limitations at non-canonical CC features, which SMC proteins 

seems to have (31, 65). 
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Figure 6: Construction of coiled coils. Left: Coiled coils generally follow a heptad 

repeat pattern and can fold in a parallel or an anti-parallel way. Right: Sequence-

based coiled-coil propensity profiles of selected coiled-coil bearing proteins using 

DeepCoil (dashed line, significance threshold of 0.5). The gray highlighted regions 

correspond to the crystal structure on the right. For GCN4 (PDB: 2ZTA), the 

propensity profile identifies a coiled-coil fold at the C-terminus of the protein. The 

high score value correlates with a canonical coiled-coil fold, which was confirmed by 

crystallization. For OMP100 (PDB: 5APP), a linker insertion was found in the crystal 

structure, which causes a drop in coiled-coil propensity (gray line). It cannot be 

concluded that this protein has an insertion at the indicated position solely based on 

the propensity profile as several other minima are present in the profile. For the anti-

parallel SMC coiled coils, like MukB (PDB: 6H2X), the N- and C-terminal strands of 

the same protein interact with each other (two gray bars). Therefore, the exact 

pairing must be known to allow an unambiguous interpretation of the propensity 

profile. In addition, several extended minima and maxima contradict the notion of a 

continuously elongated coiled-coil motif. 

The propensity profiles of SMCs often contain drops along the sequence, which was previously reviewed 

(65). While the “joint” turned out to be a conserved feature (64), it was speculated based on the 

propensity profiles that all SMCs could have an elbow in the middle segment of their CC domains (31). 
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Latest studies (49, 62) including the Cryo-EM structure of the Smc5/6 holo-complex (Fig. 4) contradict 

this notion. 

Emerging tools in protein structure prediction, like AlphaFold2, can perform a structure predictions with 

an unachieved accuracy relying on existing structures in the protein data bank (74–76). Unfortunately, 

the lack of solved structures containing kinked CCs results in a low prediction confidence at these sites 

for SMC proteins (12). To get detailed information about these features, different approaches than 

structural determination or structural prediction are necessary. 

I.4 Regulation of cohesin throughout the cell cycle 

The activities of the SMC family members are highly regulated by different subunit and post-translational 

modifications (1). As an example, the interplay of different regulatory subunits with cohesin throughout 

the cell cycle will be outlined in the following section. Since the fine-tuned regulation of condensin in 

chromosome condensation and Smc5/6 in DNA repair varies sharply from cohesin’s cell-cycle regulation 

and are not the focus of this thesis, I refer to recent reviews (1, 3). 

In early G1, the yeast cohesin complex lacks the kleisin subunit Scc1 (32) and the Smc1/3 dimers cannot 

bind to chromosomes (Fig. 7). In the late G1-phase, Scc1 is produced, which results in the full complex 

assembly and the loading of cohesin onto chromosomes (77). Essential for the loading reaction is the 

loader complex Scc2/Scc4, which gets recruited to centromeres beforehand (78). Therefore, cohesin 

gets preferentially loaded at centromeres, but translocates with an ATP-dependent mechanism, most 

likely loop extrusion (Fig. 2), into the pericentromeric region (14). 

During S-phase, the acetyltransferase Eco1 travels with replications forks via PCNA (79) and acetylates 

conserved lysines in the Smc3 head domain (80), which results in the establishment of sister chromatid 

cohesion (Fig. 2,7). Here, the loader complex dissociates and instead Pds5 associates with cohesin 

(81), because Pds5 preferentially binds to acetylated Smc3 head domains (82) and additionally shields 

the lysines from deacetylation by Hos1 (83). These cohesin complexes are termed cohesive cohesins 

(21) and were found to topologically entrap the sister chromatids (84). Consequently, the topological 

entrapment results from an opening of the ring structure followed by a DNA entry and a re-closing of the 

ring structure. It is still under debate, whether the hinge dimerization domain (66) or the neck gate (40) 

is the interface, which allows DNA entry (41). 
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Figure 7: The transformation of yeast cohesin during the cell cycle. In G1, cohesin 

comprises only dimerized Smc1 and Smc3 proteins and is not bound to the 

chromosomes. The expression of the kleisin Scc1 enables the binding of Scc3 and 

Scc2/4 to the complex and results in the loading of cohesin to chromosomes. A 

pathway including Pds5 and Wpl1 removes cohesin from chromosomes. During S-

phase, cohesin gets cohesive by the acetylation of conserved lysine residues in the 

Smc3 head domain by Eco1, which is bound via PCNA to replication forks. Pds5 

associates to cohesin and protects the acetylation mark. Cohesive cohesin 

topologically entraps the sister chromatids through G2-phase. Cohesion is 

maintained during mitosis until Esp1 is activated and proteolytically opens the ring 

structure, which allows sister chromatid segregation. Deacetylation by Hos1 allows 

the re-cycling of the Smc1/3 dimers. 

In anaphase, the sister chromatids are attached over the kinetochores to the spindle apparatus and the 

cohesin rings resist the force generated by the spindle apparatus (85) until they get proteolytically 
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opened by the separase Esp1 at the kleisin subunit (1), which releases the sister chromatids and 

enables chromosome segregation (Fig. 2,7). Beforehand, Esp1 activity is blocked by the securin Pds1, 

which gets degraded after the spindle checkpoint (32). Additionally, the cleaved kleisin gets completely 

degraded and the deacetylase Hos1 removes cohesin’s acetylation (86), which allows the re-cycling of 

the resulting Smc1/3 dimer in the next cell cycle (32). 

In addition, the turnover of non-cohesive cohesin on chromosomes during interphase is regulated by 

Wpl1 (87), which associates with the cohesin complex in the presence of Pds5 (88, 89). It was found 

that Wpl1 destabilizes the neck gate, which results in an opening of this interface and hence to the exit 

of entrapped DNA from the cohesin complex (40, 90). Consequently, the neck gate was suggested to 

be the DNA exit gate (88). The acetylation of Smc3 counteracts this Wpl1-dependent unloading reaction 

(90) and ensures the maintenance of sister chromatid cohesion between S-phase and anaphase (32). 

Interestingly, the human ortholog of Wpl1 causes the removal of acetylated cohesins during prophase 

at regions distal to the centromeres (91), which reflects the miscellaneous regulation of SMC complexes. 

I.5 How can SMCs extrude DNA loops? 

In the last chapter the transition from dynamic cohesin, which can be loaded and unloaded from DNA 

(14, 77, 91), to cohesive cohesin, which can persist cohesion in oocytes for decades, was retraced (92). 

While cohesion was already described (2, 93), the role of dynamic cohesin was strongly debated until 

first Hi-C experiments found the compartmentalization of interphase chromosomes (11), which 

suggested that dynamic cohesin complexes are able to extrude chromosomal loops. Recently, in vitro 

reconstitution experiments confirmed that loop extrusion (LE) is a conserved phenomenon of eukaryotic 

SMC complexes (9, 94, 95). 

During the high-throughput chromosome conformation capture (Hi-C) procedure (11), chromosomal 

DNA of a population of cells is fixed by proximity-ligation, which preserves contacts of genomic regions. 

After sequencing, ligated DNA sequences can be identified, which revealed contact frequencies of 

adjacent DNA sequences illustrated in contact maps (Fig. 8). In Hi-C contact maps, chromosomal loops 

of kilobase to megabase pair length were found that lead to a compartmentalization of the genome into 

TADs (Fig. 8). The depletion of the human cohesin kleisin subunit Rad21 resulted in a complete loss of 

chromosomal loops in Hi-C maps identifying cohesin as the origin of chromosomal loops (27). Hi-C of 

single cells (96) revealed that contact maps are a result of the population averaging, because certain 

chromosomal loops cannot be found in each cell at each time. Chromosomal folding is therefore a 

dynamic process, in which DNA loops are constantly extruded and resolved, which is mediated by 

cohesin and its regulators (21). 
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Figure 8: Cartoon of a typical Hi-C map and corresponding chromosomal loops. A) 

Schematic Hi-C map of a human chromosome including positions of CTCF sites. By 

averaging over a cell population, interactions of a given DNA sequence with its 

neighboring DNA sequences can be investigated. The brightness of the matrix 

elements indicate the observed contact frequencies and features like dots, triangles 

and flames or stripes can be observed. B) Dots represent chromosomal loops, which 

can be found in several cells. Dots correlate with converged CTCF sites in human 

genomes. C) Triangles indicate topologically associating domains (TADs), in which 

sequences can interact with each other and are insulated from the surrounding. 

TADs result from loops, which are about to be extruded and represent a 

phenomenon of the averaging over different cells or TADs result from long loops in 

one cell, which are able to interact at multiple positions with themselves. TADs are 

insulated by CTCFs. D) Flames or stripes indicate that a specific DNA sequence 

interact frequently with multiple sequences inside a TAD. This can be the result of 

anchored cohesins, which extrudes DNA asymmetrically until they encounter the 

next converging CTCF. Adapted from (21). 

One of these regulators is human CTCF (97), a transcription factor, which is found at contact boundaries 

in Hi-C experiments if the orientation of CTCF binding sites face towards the loop center (98). Hence, 

CTCF is a LE barrier and can block or at least pause cohesin-mediated LE (99). Consequently, the 

depletion of CTCF reduces the genome-wide accumulation of chromatin loops at CTCF sites and 

reduces the insulation of TADs (100). The depletion of WAPL, the human ortholog of Wpl1, which is 

responsible for the removal of human cohesin from chromosomes, results in increased loop lengths 

even beyond converging CTCF sites (101, 102), which clearly demonstrated that LE is happening in 

vivo. Additionally, depletion of CTCF and WAPL resulted in “cohesin islands”, which are accumulations 

of cohesin complexes at convergently transcribed genes (103). The increased residence time of cohesin 
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on chromosomes (WAPL depletion) and the absence of the LE barrier (CTCF depletion) verified that 

the transcription machinery can push cohesin complexes (104), which resulted in the observed cohesin 

islands (21). Moreover, the replisome was shown to push cohesin complexes as well (5, 105). Recently, 

LE was found to be involved in other genomic processes, like V(D)J-recombination (106) or double-

strand-break repair (107). To summarize: The in vivo experiments confirmed that cohesin mediates LE 

and organizes the genome into compartments of high self-interactions. LE is restricted by genomic 

barriers and utilized in different genomic processes to bring different DNA sequences in close proximity. 

Recently, the in vivo experiments were supported by in vitro reconstitution experiments (9, 94, 95), 

where the formation of DNA loops could be observed in real-time. Although the hypothesis that LE 

structures the genome was proposed even before the first Hi-C experiments were performed (4), a 

detailed mechanistic description of the LE process is still missing. Through the years, the notion of a 

simple ring-like SMC complex, which hauls DNA through its lumen (Fig. 2), turned out to be not detailed 

enough. First, single-molecule observations by Stigler et al. and Davidson et al. found that cohesin 

cannot be fully circular at least at all times (108, 109), because cohesin cannot bypass obstacles smaller 

than its observed diameter. Second, the transitions between O-shaped and B-shaped complexes (Fig. 

4) suggest that large-scale conformational changes mediated by the coiled-coil domain happen during 

LE (8, 59). Lastly, the fast extrusion rate (1 - 2 kbp/s) (9) combined with the large step sizes of condensin 

(110) and cohesin (99) per ATP cycle (20 - 60 nm, which can be larger than their diameter) contradicts 

the notion of a static ring-like SMC complex. Hence, LE models relying on a base-by-base translocation 

mechanism along the DNA “track” (111) similar to e.g. helicases or polymerases are unlikely, which 

implies that loop extruding SMC complexes own an unique and new motor activity (6). To better 

understand this process, I summarize briefly the observations of the in vivo reconstitution experiments, 

discuss the theoretical requirements for such a process and conclude with open and unanswered 

questions. 
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Figure 9: Models of SMC-mediated loop extrusion. Top: The scrunching model 

suggests that the DNA is initially bound at the hinge, potentially clamped by a Hinge-

Hawk module and a safety-belt anchor at the other site, which captures an initial loop 

n0. ATP binding and the bending of the coiled coils result in the gripping state 

conformation, while the DNA is transferred from the hinge to the globular domain. 

ATP hydrolysis resolves the gripping state and drives the SMC in the initial state, 

where the next loop n1 is captured and later added to the first loop (n0 + n1) during 

the next ATP cycle. Middle: The Brownian ratchet model assumes that ATP 

hydrolysis detaches the Hinge-Hawk module from the gripping state to bind to a 

second position at the DNA. The disengagement of the ATPase head domains is 

bridged by the other Hawk subunit, which anchors the initial loop. The Hinge-Hawk 

module feeds DNA to the globular domain driven by Brownian motion and locked by 

the ATP bound state, where the Hinge-Hawk module can be bound to the globular 

domain. Bottom: The DNA segment capture model suggests that the Hawk subunits 

form individual pores with the tripartite SMC ring and capture an initial loop. The 

open conformation binds DNA at the hinge and transfers the DNA by the alignment 
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of the coiled coils towards the globular domain. The disengagement of the heads 

allows the transfer of DNA into the next pore, which results in the DNA segment 

capture. Figure adopted from (6). 

Observations of loop extrusion reconstitution experiments 

Besides the conserved and extraordinarily low stalling force of LE (0.5-1 pN) (9, 94, 95), the symmetry 

and the conformational states are different between the SMC complexes. Yeast condensin performs LE 

asymmetrically as monomers, while two individual condensins can form nested loops (Z-Loops), which 

can reel in DNA symmetrically (9). Monomeric cohesins were first reported to extrude loops 

symmetrically (94), which was later clarified. Further experiments suggest that cohesin reels in DNA 

asymmetrically, but switches the direction of extrusion rapidly, which leads to the notion of a symmetric 

process (99). Single-peptide chain SMC complexes were further reported to extrude loops (94, 112), 

which suggests that DNA is bound non-topologically because no interface is needed to be opened during 

LE. In line, SMCs can reel in large obstacles attached to the DNA (up to 200 nm) during LE, which 

indicates that the complexes “dangle” along the DNA and therefore are able to evade roadblocks (113). 

This is in contrast to cohesive cohesin, which topologically entrap DNA (114) and which would be 

blocked by these large obstacles. Smc5/6 was recently reported to translocate unidirectionally along 

DNA as a monomer, but starts to extrude DNA symmetrically as a dimer (95). Thereby, the eukaryotic 

SMC complexes share the ability to extrude loops and share a conserved construction scheme, but in 

a detailed consideration, they perform LE processes in an individual way (6), which is a challenge for 

mechanistic modeling approaches (30, 63, 115). 

Modeling of loop extrusion 

A reasonable LE model that agrees with the vast number of observations must address high demands. 

First, SMC complexes need multiple DNA binding sites. Second, these binding sites must move 

relatively towards each other. Third, alongside this movement, DNA must be bound (at least) at two 

binding sites, transferred and released (at least) at one binding site and finally re-bound at a distal 

position to start the next cycle. Furthermore, directionality and processivity must be guaranteed to 

accomplish functional motor proteins, which can extrude DNA loops of the observed length (6). Since 

LE was reported to dependent on ATP hydrolysis (9, 14), the motor cycle must be coupled to the ATPase 

cycle, while individual steps of the motor cycle can be favored by the energy gained through ATP 

hydrolysis. 

Interestingly, the SMC domain, which provides the transient DNA binding site, is not identified yet (30). 

The hinge domain has a weak interaction with DNA and could initially bind to the DNA (35, 48). The 

transfer of DNA towards the heads could be achieved via the coiled-coil bending dynamics (O-shape / 

B-shape transition) (8, 31) and DNA could be released if it encounters a binding site with higher affinity, 

probably the globular domain. This mechanism is the basis of the scrunching model (110) (Fig. 9). 

Alternatively, the ATPase heads can engage upon ATP binding to form a DNA binding site (36) and 

disengage after ATP hydrolysis, which would release DNA. This would provide a transient DNA binding 

site coupled to the ATPase cycle. Otherwise, the transient DNA binding site could be provided by a 

regulatory subunit, like the cohesin loader complex, which was found to clamp DNA while being in 
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contact with either the hinge or the heads in an ATP and DNA dependent manner (59), which is 

postulated in the Brownian ratchet model (115) (Fig. 9). 

The movement of the binding sites and the transfer of DNA can be achieved by the coiled-coil bending 

dynamics at the elbow (see above) for cohesin and condensin, whereas Smc5/6 is not reported to have 

an elbow (62). Therefore, another mechanism likely based on the dynamic alignment of the coiled coils 

as described in the DNA segment capture model could ensure the DNA transfer from the hinge towards 

the globular domain (116). 

Directionality and processivity 

Directionality of condensin- and cohesin-mediated LE could be achieved by the restriction of the elbow 

bending movement towards a preferred side, which was described for the human cohesin complex (59). 

In line, cohesin was recently reported to extrude loops asymmetrically, but can switch the direction of 

LE (6, 99). Yeast condensin extrudes asymmetrically (9), which is a result of the static anchoring at 

Ycg1, the so-called safety-belt (117, 118). Depletion of the safety-belt results in the slippage of DNA 

loops, while increased salt concentrations led to unidirectionally translocating complexes (119). Both 

effects are a result of poor anchoring (9, 119) and affect the directionality or the processivity of LE. 

Furthermore, human condensin I and II are found to extrude DNA symmetrically or asymmetrically (120). 

Ycg1 is most similar to Scc3 (1) and was found to bind DNA distal to the globular domain (112). In 

contrast, Scc3 was reported to stably form a DNA clamp with the hinge (45, 115). Recently, cohesin 

was investigated in the context of CTCF encounters (99), which could establish the static anchoring of 

cohesin-mediated LE by binding to cohesin via Scc3 (121). During CTCF encounters, growing loops 

could either shrink, be stalled or change their direction of extrusion (99). Additionally, CTCF was found 

to be an imperfect LE barrier. Further experiments are needed to shed light on the cause of directionality, 

anchoring and the differences between condensin- and cohesin-mediated LE. 

In addition, the processivity of LE is still puzzling. How can SMCs move along DNA with that enormous 

speed and perform these large step sizes in a repeatable manner? One interesting observation is that 

EQ-condensin, which is able to bind, but not hydrolyze ATP, can perform only a single extrusion step in 

a magnetic tweezers experiment, which was also found to be reversible (110). This suggests that ATP-

binding after the capture of DNA at the hinge allows the movement of the Hinge-DNA clamp to the 

globular domain, where this clamp can bind. Although bound to the globular domain, the DNA is 

apparently not released or transferred from the Hinge-DNA clamp, which must be a consequence of the 

EQ-mutation. This indicates that following LE steps are dependent on ATP hydrolysis and perform the 

DNA transfer. Interestingly, the step size of the single extrusion step is comparable with the 

conformational change of the O-shape/B-shape transition (8) and this single step is reversible, which 

suggests that the Hinge-DNA clamp binds at the globular domain with a certain dissociation rate in the 

B-shape conformation. However, also other subunits ensure processive loop growth, as their depletion 

impedes LE (59, 94). In summary, the interplay of SMC domains with their regulatory subunits during 

the ATPase cycle must guarantee processivity, but critical aspects about the different states of the 

ATPase cycle and LE are not well understood. 
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Taken together, the fragile regulation of the SMC head domains is the key element to understand the 

LE phenomenon. The heads ensure the ATPase turnover (56), which is linked to the directed transfer 

of DNA during LE in the complex (6). Furthermore, the SMC coiled-coil domains are a crucial component 

of the LE process as they facilitate the observed large-scale conformational changes (54) and 

additionally contribute to the topological entrapment of sister chromatids inside the cohesin lumen (114). 

Detailed structural information of the SMC coiled coils are still elusive, as the coiled coils are inherent 

flexible (7) and most structures of SMC domains contain only partially resolved coiled coils, if any (48, 

56). To gain further understanding of the construction and stability of the SMC arms, I chose a large 

stretch of the fission yeast Smc3 (Psm3) coiled coil as a model system for unfolding studies (12). These 

experiments were performed with a high-resolution optical tweezers set-up, which will be explained in 

chapter II. The power of the miscalibration correction procedure, which allows measurements with high 

accuracy and precision, will be presented in chapter III.1. The results of the coiled-coil unfolding 

experiments are reported in chapter III.2. The purification of active SMC head domains as single-peptide 

chains will be the focus of chapter III.3. In chapter IV, the discussion will focus on the differences 

between cohesive and loop extruding cohesin complexes and on the loop extrusion models, which are 

based on the indications listed above.  
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II Methodological introduction 

During my first year as a PhD student in 2018, Arthur Ashkin was awarded with the Nobel Prize for the 

invention of optical tweezers, which motivated me to investigate biological systems with this remarkable 

technique. This chapter will focus on the principle of optical trapping, force spectroscopy of proteins 

using advanced polymer models, calibration and sources of miscalibration of optical tweezers and lastly 

the emergent tool of mass photometry to study protein sizes and oligomeric states of proteins. 

II.1 Optical tweezers 

Following the anecdote of Ashkin (122), he discovered that living objects can be trapped inside a laser 

focus by accident in 1987. He forgot to switch off a laser, which was focused in a water bath. The next 

day, Ashkin found bacteria trapped alive inside the laser focus. Ashkin explained this phenomenon with 

radiation pressure and ray optics (123). Dielectric particles with a refraction index greater than the 

surrounding medium exposed to highly focused laser light experience a scatter force along the laser 

beam due to the transfer of momentum from the incoming photons. Additionally, a gradient force in the 

direction of highest laser intensity acts on the dielectric particle (124). Closer to the laser focus (thicker 

red line in Fig. 10), the photons will transfer more momentum to the particle as photons from a distal 

laser beam (thinner red line in Fig. 10), which results in a net force (black arrow). Therefore, particles 

displaced from the trap center will be pushed towards the region of highest laser intensity by the gradient 

force. Considering both forces, the bead will be trapped closely to the laser focus, where both forces 

cancel out. 

 

 

Figure 10: Optical trapping. If a dielectric particle is displaced from the trapping 

position (dashed lines), the scatter force along the laser beam and the gradient force, 

which acts towards the region of highest laser intensity, drive the bead back towards 

the trapping position (black arrow). 

II.2 Force spectroscopy using a dumbbell approach 

Since the discovery of Ashkin, a variety of applications have emerged that provided insights into 

microscale systems ranging from single atoms (125) and single proteins (126–128) to living cells (129) 

and phase-separated droplets (130). In this thesis, optical beads, whose surfaces are chemically 

modified to allow site-specific attachment of biomolecules, were trapped within a dual-laser beam optical 

tweezers set-up (12). Proteins were tethered between the beads using DNA handles and a dumbbell 
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geometry. This approach allows the observation of un- and refolding events with high spatio-temporal 

resolution (131). Folding events were recorded by actively pulling on tethered molecules while recording 

force-distance information or by passively recording folding events over time at constant trap 

separations (132). 

In detail, the 1 µm-sized silica beads were coated with either streptavidin or anti-digoxigenin. To prevent 

photo damage, DNA handles of 510 base pairs served as stiff spacers to transduce the force response 

of the tethered molecules to the beads. The DNA handles were equipped with compatible moieties 

(Dual-biotin or Dual-digoxigenin) at one end and a 34 nucleotide overhang at the other end. Finally, the 

protein of interest was attached to complementary single-stranded oligonucleotides, which can be 

hybridized to the DNA handles. The resulting linkage of bead-handle-protein-handle-bead reminds of a 

dumbbell (Fig. 11). 

 

Figure 11: Sample preparation for optical tweezers. (A) A purified protein (red 

cartoon) is attached to oligonucleotides (black) via engineered tags (green). The 

attachment generates protein-DNA chimeras suitable for optical tweezers 

manipulation experiments. (B) The protein-DNA chimera is hybridized with DNA 

handles via the single-stranded overhang of the handles and the complementary 

oligonucleotides. The handles are tethered between optical beads with the 

biotin:streptavidin or the digoxigenin:anti-digoxigenin interaction. Figure adapted 

from (12). 

II.3 Polymer models 

Most biomolecules are macromolecules and consist of covalently attached monomers or subunits. In 

case of DNA or proteins these monomers are nucleotides or amino acids, respectively, which are lined 

up as long strings. The stretching of these macromolecules can be described using various models 

including the versatile worm-like chain (WLC) model (133), which accounts for restrictions in the 

movement of subunits and introduces a short-range correlation parameter called persistence length 𝑝. 

The WLC model is used to describe unfolded polypeptide chains and can be interpolated: 
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with force 𝐹, unfolded protein extension 𝜉𝑝, thermal energy 𝑘B𝑇, protein persistence length 𝑝𝑝 and 

protein contour length 𝐿𝑝. 

The contour length 𝐿 is the length of the macromolecule. For proteins, each amino acid contributes 

0.365 nm to the contour length (134), which follows along the peptide bonds. For DNA, each base pair 

contributes 0.34 nm to the contour length (135), which follows along the sugar backbone. During the 

stretching of DNA (Fig. 12) the elastic response cannot be neglected and is taken into account using 

the extensible worm-like chain (eWLC) model (136): 

F(𝜉𝐷) =
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with DNA extension 𝜉𝐷, DNA persistence length 𝑝𝐷, DNA contour length 𝐿𝐷, and the stretch modulus 𝐾. 

 

Figure 12: Force-extension curve. DNA is tethered between beads in the optical 

tweezers set-up and stretched. The force response (gray) is mainly driven by entropy 

and can be described with the extensible worm-like chain model (black). At low 

extensions the DNA is flexible and can adopt a wide range of conformations. During 

the stretching, the force is a consequence of the reduced number of available 
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conformations at the reduced end-to-end distance. This leads to a high amount of 

force noise for small forces and the force noise decreases for increasing force 

values. This correlation will be used in chapter III.1 to identify miscalibration effects. 

During the stretching of a dumbbell, which contains a chimeric molecule (DNA-protein-DNA), the force 

response is dominated by the DNA until the protein unfolds (Fig. 13 A). Then, the contribution of the 

unfolded polypeptide chain can be described with a WLC model in series with the DNA handles’ 

response (12, 127, 128). 

 

Figure 13: Unfolding pattern of a single protein. (A) Force-extension curve (100 

nm/s) of a single protein tethered between the trapped beads in the optical tweezers 

set-up. During the pulling (black line) and the relaxing (gray line) transitions between 

the folded protein and the unfolded peptide-chain can be observed at 10-15 pN. (B) 

The protein was held at a constant trap separation for 10 seconds and the trap 

separation was increased in steps of 2.5 nm. At low tensions, the protein stays 

folded, whereas at higher tensions (marked with 1, 2 and 3) the protein spends more 

and more time in the unfolded state. Full bandwidth data: gray, smoothed data: black. 

(C) Zoom of the individual constant distance traces (1 - 2 - 3). Hidden Markov 

modeling identified the folded state (cyan) and the unfolded state (magenta). The 

observed transitions reveal the folding kinetics. Due to the increasing tether tension, 

the shift in equilibrium of the transition can be used to determine the folding energy 

of the protein. 

Besides actively pulling on the tether, the traps can be held at a constant trap separation for a given 

time (Fig. 13 B,C). These force-time traces show the equilibrium fluctuations of the protein under tension 
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(128, 132) and can be analyzed with hidden Markov modeling (137). The analysis of the force-

dependent state probabilities 𝑃𝑖(𝐹𝑖) using a global fit estimates the energy of the folded protein: 

𝑃𝑖(𝐹𝑖) = (1 + ∑ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (
−Δ𝐺𝑖𝑗

0 − Δ𝐺𝑖𝑗
𝑠𝑦𝑠

(𝐹𝑖, 𝐹𝑗)

𝑘B𝑇
)

𝑗≠𝑖

) , (3) 

where Δ𝐺𝑖𝑗
𝑠𝑦𝑠

 is the energy stored in the bead deflection (assuming a Hookean spring model), the 

stretching of the DNA handles (integral over the eWLC model) and the stretching of the unfolded 

polypeptide (integral over the WLC models). Therefore, Δ𝐺𝑖𝑗
𝑠𝑦𝑠

 can be determined based on the recorded 

data (132), whereas the equilibrium energy Δ𝐺𝑖𝑗
0  can be determined by fitting (138). Furthermore, force-

dependent rate models and contour length transformations can be further considered as described in 

(127). Accordingly, the energy barrier heights Δ𝐺† can be determined using: 

Δ𝐺†

𝑘B𝑇
= ln (

𝑘0

𝐴
) , 𝐴 = 1.2 ∗ 104 𝑠−1 (4) 

with 𝑘0 as the extrapolated zero-force folding rate. The Arrhenius-factor 𝐴 gives the frequency of folding 

attempts of the unfolded polypeptide chain as estimated by Gebhardt et al. (132). With these formula 

the energy landscape of the SMC coiled coil was estimated in chapter III.2. 

II.4 Calibration of an optical tweezers set-up 

In optical tweezers experiments, the raw data is initially detected as voltage signals, which are converted 

into forces and distances by a set of calibration parameters (139). For the distance conversion factor, 

the piezo-based movement of a trapped bead can be compared with the distance in the bright-field. The 

force detection is based on the measurement of bead deflections with a quadrant-photodiode. Hence, 

the voltage signal is first converted with the sensitivity (nanometer per volt) into distances and further 

with the trap stiffness (piconewton per nanometer) into actual forces. For the force conversion factors, 

the power spectral density of a diffusing bead in the trap potential can be considered (140). 

In addition, correction factors for the force detection account for the crosstalk between the lasers (141). 

To estimate the amount of this effect, one bead is needed to be trapped and displaced, while the other 

trap is empty (Fig. 14). If the displacement is visible on the other detector, the relative crosstalk must be 

determined and later subtracted from the raw data. A displacement can be achieved by applying a flow 

in the microfluidic system of the utilized Lumicks C-Trap. The same crosstalk effect acts additionally on 

the power spectral density calibration. Hence, a bead pair must be calibrated before and after the 

release of one bead and the comparison determines the influence of the neighboring bead on the 

calibration parameters. Both crosstalk measurements must be repeated for the second trap. 
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Figure 14: Estimating the crosstalk using microfluidics. Crosstalk between the lasers 

distorts accurate optical tweezers measurements and should be corrected. 

Therefore, a bead is caught in one trap and displaced with flow in the microfluidics, 

whereas the other trap remains empty. The deflection of the trapped bead is 

measured as a voltage signal (black line) and the change in signal of the other trap 

(gray line, note that the right axis is ten times zoomed in for visualization) is 

monitored. The ratio between both signals is the crosstalk from the first trap to the 

second trap and likely results from a depolarization of the first trap in the optical path. 

Typical values were below 5%. 

Since optical tweezers are considered to be precise and accurate single-molecule techniques, 

miscalibration effects can introduce deviations in the highly processed data sets, which can manifest 

into incorrect conclusions and statements (13). Sources of error can be thermal drift, external noise or 

incorrect calibration or conversion factors. Additionally, the optical trap potentials are modeled as 

Hookean springs (137), which can affect the analysis of the data at extreme forces (non-linearity effects). 

Chapter III.1 will focus on these issues. 

II.5 Mass photometry 

The development of mass photometry in 2018 provided a novel and label-free technique to measure the 

mass of single-molecules in solution (142, 143). The samples are placed on a coverslip and illuminated 

by a powerful laser through a microscope objective (Fig. 15). The laser light is refracted at the coverslip 

and additionally back-scattered by the molecules in solution. The resulting low-intensity interference 

pattern is detected with a camera. 
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The refractive index of biomolecules varies only minimally. Therefore, the contrast is closely correlated 

with the mass of the biomolecules and largely unaffected by the shape or conformation of the molecule 

(143). Hence, mass photometry estimates the mass of a molecule with high accuracy and was utilized 

to analyze ligand binding, filament assemblies or the integrity of macromolecular complexes (59, 143). 

In chapter III.3 the oligomeric state of different SMC head domain constructs is analyzed with mass 

photometry. 

 

Figure 15: Principle of mass photometry. Top: Proteins in solution immobilize at the 

glass surface and scatter incident laser light. Middle: The differential interferometric 

scattering pattern of the proteins is measured for a given time (~ 1 minute). Dots 

represent individual proteins and vary in contrast for different oligomeric states. 

Bottom: Histogram of a typical measurement, which was calibrated to convert 

observed contrast values into actual masses. This graphic was kindly provided by 

Sarah Zernia (unpublished).  
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III Results 

 

III.1 Identification and correction of miscalibration artifacts based on force noise for optical 

tweezers experiments 

Freitag, M., D. Kamp, M. Synakewicz, and J. Stigler. 2021. Identification and correction of miscalibration 

artifacts based on force noise for optical tweezers experiments. J. Chem. Phys. 155:175101. (13) 

Summary: 

This project was initiated following the data collection of Synakewicz et al. (144), which showed 

discrepancies between the data sets of the same construct recorded over a large time span in a custom-

built optical tweezers set-up. Within a measurement cycle the data was sound, whereas between 

measurement cycles the exact linker parameters were not matching, while similar folding features could 

be observed. Upon further investigation, it was discovered that in between measurement cycles the 

optical tweezers set-up underwent different hardware modifications including recalibrations of the 

instrument. 

After estimating the effect of apparent calibration parameters (detector sensitivity and trap stiffness) on 

linker parameters, the deflection noise was identified as an indicator for calibration errors. Modeling of 

the filter cascade including filtering and subsampling, which is applied on real experimental data sets, 

enabled the calculation of theoretical expected noise levels. By matching measured to expected noise 

levels, correction factors could be estimated, which reliably removed the miscalibration originated from 

hardware modifications of the experimental data sets. In addition, the effects of non-harmonic trap 

potentials could be modeled and removed in an analogous way. 

Based on our results, miscalibration and non-linearities can be identified and removed in force-distance 

data generated with optical tweezers, which could improve the reproducibility of these single-molecule 

experiments and the comparability between different data sets and different instruments. 

Author contributions: 

I created the bridged DNA construct and measured this construct over a wide force range in the optical 

tweezers set-up. I created a procedure to evaluate the full trapping potential of a single trap. I was 

involved in discussions about the data and writing of the paper. I contributed significantly to the revision 

process. 
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III.1.1 Appendix 

In this Appendix, I will present the characterization of samples suitable for optical tweezers experiments 

using the dumbbell geometry, which was introduced in chapter II.2 and utilized in chapter III.1 and III.2. 

This chapter represents a trouble-shooting guide for efficient unfolding experiments, which dependent 

on the reliable finding of single tethers between bead pairs. 

After protein purification, an efficient attachment of DNA oligonucleotides (oligos) to the protein of 

interest (Fig. 11, reviewed in (145)) is essential for unfolding studies using the dumbbell geometry. The 

success of the attachment can be analyzed by size-exclusion chromatography or SDS-PAGE, which 

can be found in chapter III.2. Note that some unfavorable attachment strategies (NHS-based coupling 

or maleimide-based coupling at too high pH-values) can result in more than two oligos attached to the 

protein of interest, which inhibits efficient optical tweezers experiments by unspecified tether geometries. 

This effect can be easily detected within the handle hybridization test (Fig. 16).  

For this, the oligos attached at the protein of interest (oligo-POI-oligo), can be further hybridized with the 

single-stranded overhangs of the DNA handles, which are generated by a polymerase chain reaction 

(PCR). The reverse-primer used for the handle PCR incorporates an abasic site, which causes the 

single-stranded overhang of the PCR product. The efficiency of the handle hybridization can be 

determined by mass shifts in an agarose gel (Fig. 16). Therefore, different concentrations of the oligo-

POI-oligo chimera are added to a fixed amount of the handle PCR product. The condition, which gives 

the highest relative shift, will be later used in the optical tweezers experiment to maximize the chance 

of getting single tethers. The outcome of the handle hybridization test will depend on the sample purity 

and concentration, as well as the diffusion properties of the components, which can vary for different 

proteins, other handle lengths or other single-stranded overhangs (146). I recommend to do a 

hybridization test for each attachment. In Fig. 16, a typical handle hybridization test is shown for the 

oligo-DTT-oligo construct used in chapter III.1. The concentrations, which result in good conjugation 

yields, were found to differ by one order of magnitude, so it is sufficient to screen for concentration 

magnitudes in the handle hybridization test. 

The DNA handles include 5’ moieties of either biotin or digoxigenin, which are supposed to bind in the 

optical tweezers experiment to streptavidin beads or anti-digoxigenin beads, respectively. Normally 

used handles utilize forward-primers with internal modifications and modification at the 5’ end (127). 

Besides the advantages of multiple binding sites of these handles, these moieties are 11 nucleotides 

apart, which can lead to a discrepancy of 7.5 nm assuming possible tethering geometries. To avoid this, 

I improved the tethering geometry by using forward-primers bearing dual-biotin or dual-digoxigenin, 

which both contain two moieties at the 5’ end and no further internal modifications. This approach 

reduced the distance between the moieties to a minimum and ensured well-defined contour lengths of 

the DNA handles (see chapter III.1). 
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Figure 16: Handle hybridization test. Oligos bearing 3’ modification, which are 

bridged by a bi-functional molecule (P, green dots and gray connection could 

represent a protein of interest with two engineered attachment-tags or DTT, which 

contains two thiols) can be hybridized to two handles (H) leading to by-products (HP, 

H or P) and successful conjugates (HPH). The newly established handles contain 5’ 

dual-biotin (bio) or 5’ dual-digoxigenin (dig) modifications. The efficiency of this 

stochastic labeling approach can be evaluated from relative band intensities in an 

agarose gel. The observed sweet spot, which allows optimal conjugation yields of 

the bridged oligos (DTT-bridged 3’-maleimide oligos elute from size-exclusion at 12 

mAU at UV280), is roughly one order of magnitude wide for 50 ng of the utilized 

handles (510 bp). 

In the dumbbell geometry, a single tether should be formed between the conjugated handle-protein-

handle hybrid (HPH) and the two beads (anti-digoxigenin (A) and streptavidin (S)), while the appearance 

of multi-tethers should be avoided. 

After the ideal ratio between P and H was found (Fig. 16), the established protocol relies further on the 

pre-incubation of the HPH mixture with one kind of beads (e.g. fluorescent A-beads), which will generate 

AHPH. The optimal ratio between HPH and A will be influenced by the amount of beads in the stock 

solution and the surface density of the beads, which can vary between different batches. To avoid multi-

tethers, it is rational to choose a ratio between HPH and A for the pre-incubation step, by which most 

beads will remain empty. Hence, the few bead pairs, which give tethers, will bear only single-tethered 

molecules and it is unlikely that additional tethers will be picked up during consecutive pulling attempts. 
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Additionally, a bad yield at the oligo attachment step, insufficient purification of the reaction mixture or a 

bad yield at the handle hybridization step will affect the optical tweezers measurements negatively by 

the tethering of by-products. As a second step, the APHP solution will be mixed with the other bead type 

(S) in a final dilution containing an oxygen scavenger system (147), while the ratio between the beads 

should be close to a one to one ratio. This solution (APHP + S) is then applied to the passivated and 

intensively washed measuring chamber of the optical tweezers. 

During the measurement, two beads are caught in the two traps of the optical tweezers. The bead type 

can be distinguished if fluorescent beads or beads of different size are used. Next, a bead calibration 

(preferable before the measurement) is required and the recording of an undisturbed approach of the 

beads for the baseline correction, which is relevant for the data analysis. After this, a tether can be 

picked-up during the repeated approaching and touching of the beads. 

The utilized optical tweezers instrument possesses vertically aligned objectives, whereby the measuring 

chamber is mounted horizontally. Therefore, the silica beads tend to sink down throughout the 

measurement, which hampers the adjustment of the amount of beads per chamber. The final number 

of beads should be in the order of one to two beads per field of view, so that during a measurement no 

further bead or particle will fall into the traps, which will end the measurement. 

In summary, unfolding studies in optical tweezers rely on the careful adjustment of several ratios. The 

efficiency of the measurements is highly dependent on a good yield by the oligo attachment, which 

eases following steps and enables the frequent formation of single tethers in the assay.  
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III.2 Single-molecule experiments reveal the elbow as an essential folding guide in SMC 

coiled-coil arms 

Freitag, M., S. Jaklin, F. Padovani, E. Radzichevici, S. Zernia, K.M. Schmoller, and J. Stigler. 2022. 

Single-molecule experiments reveal the elbow as an essential folding guide in SMC coiled-coil arms. 

Biophys J. 121:4702–4713. (12) 

Summary: 

In this publication, we measured the un- and refolding pattern of the isolated Psm3 coiled-coil domain 

using optical tweezers. Two series of crosslinking experiments revealed the amino acid pairing of the 

coiled coils, which enabled us to match unfolding features to positions in the coiled coil. The coiled coils 

unfold at comparatively low forces while three obligatory intermediates were observed, which are caused 

by a stutter, the elbow and an undescribed feature, which we termed “separator”. The truncation of the 

construct confirmed that SMC arms possess a modular arrangement of flexible segments. 

Furthermore, we observed that mutations of the elbow region caused frequently appearing misfolded 

configurations, which comprised non-native alignments of adjacent segments. Hence, the elbow can be 

considered as a guide for proper coiled-coil folding. Additionally, in vivo studies revealed that alteration 

of the elbow in budding yeast causes size and growth defective phenotypes, which are indicators for 

mitosis defects and malfunctioning cohesin complexes. This highlights the crucial role of finely tuned 

elbow mechanics in driving large-scale conformational changes of the cohesin complex. 

Author contributions: 

I designed, cloned, purified and coupled all constructs with the help of Sigrun Jaklin in the wet lab. I 

performed all measurements at the optical tweezers by myself and together with Johannes Stigler 

discussed and analyzed the data. I wrote the paper with Sarah Zernia, Johannes Stigler and input from 

all authors.  
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III.2.1 Appendix 

In this appendix, I will describe the mass spectrometry-based analysis of the different bands, which 

occurred during the crosslinking series in chapter III.2. During SDS-PAGE, the crosslinked samples 

showed an additional band, which suggests that this band could be caused by the crosslinking. As the 

coiled-coil constructs used in chapter III.2 consist of single-peptide chains, a clear mass shift as in other 

studies (148) cannot be expected. To verify that the additional band corresponds to the intended 

crosslink with more certainty, I performed a peptide identification based on tryptic digestion and mass 

spectrometry (MS). 

First, the bands were dissected and subjected to in-gel protein digestion with trypsin, which cleaves at 

lysine or arginine residues (Fig. 17). The resulting samples for MS contain a vast variety of different 

peptides. To identify individual peptides, a theoretically cleavage pattern (including missed cleavage 

events) is calculated based on the amino acid sequence, which generates a list of peptides, which can 

be compared with the hits of the MS spectrum and filtered for possible crosslinking candidates (Fig. 17). 

For BMOE, all peptides containing cysteines or lysines can be considered (149). To identify crosslinked 

peptides, the mass shift due to the crosslinker has to be added to the masses of both peptides. During 

the tryptic digestion (14h at pH 8.8), the maleimides of BMOE were hydrolyzed, which resulted in a 

combined mass shift of 256.07 Da (molecular formula C10H12N2O6) for crosslinked peptides. 

 

Figure 17: Peptide fragmentation. For the Psm3 R246C D906C construct, the SDS-

PAGE bands were isolated, digested and identified using tandem mass 

spectroscopy (MS-MS). During the first mass detection abundant peptides 

(precursor) were successively selected for further fragmentation, followed by a 

second mass detection of the fragments (e.g. γ5α1+, see Figure 18 for the 

corresponding MS-MS spectrum). A peptide can be identified with high confidence 

if the precursor mass and the mass of different fragments agree with a candidate of 

the theoretically cleavage pattern. 

For the identification of crosslinked peptides a tandem MS approach (also called MS-MS) was used on 

a high-resolution instrument. First, masses of the digested peptides were determined. Then, abundant 

peptides were successively selected for further fragmentation by collision with nitrogen molecules 

(higher-energy C-trap dissociation: HCD) (150). Lastly, fragments were analyzed by a second mass 
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determination. If the precursor mass agrees with the MS spectrum of the fragments (Fig. 18), the 

detected peptide can be identified with high confidence using suitable analysis software (151). For the 

Psm3 R246C D906C construct, 6 precursors could be significantly identified, which contained the 

desired crosslink (FDR <1%, mass deviation 10.0 ppm). 

 

Figure 18: Representative MS-MS spectrum of a detected crosslinked peptide. The 

precursor (green, Pre3+) is three-times positively charged. The corresponding 

fragments are highlighted in blue or red for the different peptides. The nomenclature 

indicates which amino acids are missing in the fragment (e.g. γ5α1+ indicates that this 

fragment contains the last five amino acids of the α-peptide and is charged with one 

proton, see Figure 17). 

In summary, the observed upper band represents the crosslinked peptide chain, which was verified by 

peptide identification using tryptic digestion and tandem mass spectroscopy. Although circular peptide 

chains would be expected to migrate faster than linear ones because of their shape (analogously to 

circular and linear DNA), it is likely that the crosslink inhibited the accumulation of SDS to the denatured 

protein, which would reduce the net charge of the molecule. This would further inhibit its mobility inside 

the gel and could lead to the observed separation of crosslinked and non-crosslinked proteins.  
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III.3 Purification and engagement of SMC head domain complexes as single-peptide chains 

Freitag, M., J. Deplazes-Lauber, J. Probst, S. Zernia and J. Stigler (to be published). 

Summary: 

During the last years, the in vitro reconstitution of loop extrusion and the elbow bending motion of 

cohesin and condensin shifted the focus of the SMC field from the coiled coils and discussions about 

the functionality of rod-like or circular shapes towards the fragile regulation of interfaces and 

conformational changes during the ATPase cycle, which guarantee actively extruding complexes. 

In this chapter, the purification strategy of individual head domains of cohesin as well as different fusion 

constructs with the respective kleisin domains as single-peptide chain constructs are described. The 

utilization of single-peptide chains facilitates the repeatable manipulation of interfaces in the optical 

tweezers assay by preventing the dissociation of binding partners during the measurement. A three-

step purification procedure ensured pure proteins, which were able to form active ATPase complexes. 

Additionally, an analysis of the oligomeric state of individual head domains will be presented using size-

exclusion chromatography, mass photometry and site-specific crosslinking. 

Future unfolding experiments of these different constructs promise to provide information about the SMC 

head engagement, which is involved in loop extrusion. A second construct provides the opportunity to 

study the stability of the neck gate, which is involved in DNA release. 

Author contribution: 

I designed the single-peptide chain constructs of the SMC head domains and fusion constructs with the 

kleisin domains. I have established the purification strategy of these construct with the help of Joelle 

Deplazes-Lauber and Jeanny Probst. I performed the bulk experiments with the help of Sarah Zernia 

and wrote the manuscript with Sarah Zernia and Johannes Stigler.  
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III.3.1 Abstract 

Since loop extrusion relies on multiple DNA binding sites, which move relatively towards each other, the 

engagement of the SMC head domains (SMC-HD) could likely provide a transient DNA binding site, 

which is formed during the ATP hydrolysis cycle. Single-molecule unfolding studies of engaged SMC-

HDs promise to reveal the stability of the engagement interface and could characterize conformational 

changes inside the SMC-HDs during the ATPase cycle or interaction of binding partners. Therefore, the 

manufacturing of a single-peptide chain containing the Smc3-HD, the Smc1-HD and the C-terminal Scc1 

domain (cScc1), which is necessary for engagement, will be presented in this chapter. During the 

purification, the Smc1-HD-cScc1 constructs turned out to form homodimers, which possess basal 

ATPase activity. The addition of ATP and the Smc3-HD led to the formation of Smc1/Smc3 

heterodimers. The Smc3-HD constructs are monomeric proteins and equipped with a SpyTag, which 

can be coupled to the SpyCatcher domain of the Smc1-HD-cScc1 fusion construct to create an active 

single-peptide chain ATPase subcomplex. The linkage of the HDs resulted in an increased ATPase 

activity of the single-peptide chain, which suggests that the ATPase activity of cohesin is stimulated if 

the HDs are kept in close proximity. Further constructs, which introduced increased linker lengths 

between the domains of the fusion constructs, were found to form oligomeric structures. The observed 

oligomerization of the fusion constructs suggests that clustering of cohesin complexes can happen in 

the apo state, where no ATP is bound. 

In addition, the purification of the neck gate (Smc3-HD-nScc1) constructs is described. The neck gate 

is thought to be relevant for the release of entrapped DNA from cohesin. Single-molecule experiments 

promise to reveal how sister chromatid cohesion and cohesin unloading is balanced. Although the 

expression of the Smc3-HD-nScc1 construct is low and truncated versions are occurring, the construct 

could be purified in a sufficient amount and purity from E. coli. 

III.3.2 Introduction 

The SMC-HDs are highly conserved and harbor the ATP binding sites (1). For yeast cohesin 

(Smc1/Smc3), the heterodimerization of the Smc3-HD with the Smc1-HD, which is also called 

engagement, is dependent on ATP binding and the presence of the C-terminal kleisin domain (cScc1), 

which primes the Smc1-HD for further interactions (37, 39). The engaged heads are able to hydrolyze 

ATP in the complex and as a truncated subcomplex (37, 59). Previously, the Smc1-HD-cScc1 

subcomplex was reported to form homodimers (42), whose configuration reminds of the engaged 

Smc1/Smc3 heterodimer, but bears a reduced ATPase activity in comparison to the heterodimer and 

the full cohesin complex. In contrast, the Smc3-HD cannot form homodimers, which is independent of 

kleisin binding. Smc3-HD can bind, but not hydrolyze ATP on its own (40). Interestingly, the Smc2-HD 

of condensin (Smc2/Smc4) from Chaetomium thermophilum (C. thermophilum), which is closely related 

to cohesin’s Smc3-HD, is not able to bind ATP (38). Only the engagement with the Smc4-HD bound to 

the corresponding C-terminal kleisin domain induces a conformational change in the Smc2-HD, which 

allows ATP binding and further hydrolysis. A homodimerization of condensin SMC-HDs was not found 

(38). 
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Bacterial SMC proteins, like MukB, form regularly homodimers. MukB dimers have a low ATPase 

activity, which can be boosted in the presence of either the N-terminal or the C-terminal MukF kleisin 

domain (152). The addition of both individual domains increases the ATPase activity further to levels of 

full MukBF complexes. The ATPase activity of full cohesin complexes is only slightly higher than the 

activity of the isolated Smc1/Smc3 heterodimer (37, 39, 153), which changes dramatically in the 

presence of DNA and the loader complex Scc2/Scc4 (154). This implies that the active sites inside 

cohesin’s HDs need further conformational changes, in contrast to bacterial MukBF, to achieve a 

processive state. Additionally, the MukBEF complex is able to form monomeric complexes as well as 

dimeric complexes, which are reported to be the functional form (155). For eukaryotic SMC complexes, 

dimerization is still under debate. While loop extruding cohesin and condensin were reported to be 

monomeric complexes (9, 94), Smc5/6 was recently found to perform loop extrusion exclusively as 

dimers (95). Furthermore, clustering have been proposed for cohesin in the context of sister chromatid 

cohesion (156). 

To conclude, the ATPase of SMC complexes is subject to a multi-layered regulation including the control 

of ATP binding, dimerization and further conformational changes, which propagate to the active sites to 

improve the ATP turnover (1, 37, 39). How these processes affect each other and enable loop extrusion 

is still not known in detail. Single-molecule unfolding studies of engaged HDs promise to reveal the 

influence of conformational changes on the HDs by e.g. ATP binding. Moreover, the stability of the 

engagement interface, which additionally forms a DNA binding site involved in loop extrusion, can be 

quantified to investigate the usage of energy gained by ATP hydrolysis. Hence, retracing the cascade 

of different conformational changes will lead to a mechanistic understanding of loop extrusion. 

Besides engagement, the Smc1- and Smc3-HDs are involved in the regulation of the neck gate, which 

is the interface between the coiled coils above the Smc3-HD and the helical N-terminal kleisin domain 

(nScc1) (21). For isolated Smc3-HD-nScc1 subcomplexes, the interface was found to be closed (nScc1 

bound to the Smc3-HD) (40), whereas after engagement with the Smc1-HD-cScc1 complex the neck 

gate was found to be opened (nScc1 not bound to the Smc3-HD) (37, 117). On the contrary, the neck 

gate is closed in the gripping state (44–46, 112), if DNA and loader are bound to the engaged SMC-

HDs, which raises questions about the sequence of events. Do the heads engage first, which opens the 

neck gate and later the loader re-closes the neck gate in the gripping state? Or does the loader complex 

clamp the neck gate in the closed conformation, which is now able to persist the conformational changes 

induced by the engagement? Besides that, the potential opening and re-closing of the neck gate 

suggests for cohesive cohesin, in which the loader complex had dissociated and DNA is topologically 

bound inside the SMC lumen (1) that either the HDs cannot be engaged or that another protein, 

potentially Pds5, clamps the neck gate similarly to the loader complex in the closed conformation (61). 

Since latest research suggests that SMC complexes can perform loop extrusion without the opening of 

any interface (6), the opening of the neck gate must be avoided not only in cohesive cohesin but also 

during loop extrusion to prevent DNA release. To investigate the mechanical stability of this interface 

and track the opening and closure of the neck gate through the binding of the Smc1-HD, I created a 

single-peptide chain construct of the Smc3-HD-nScc1 subcomplex suitable for manipulations in the 

optical tweezers assay. This construct can be covalently bound to a Smc1-HD using a SpyCatcher 
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domain to investigate the regulation of the neck gate during engagement in the optical tweezers assay 

and additionally the influence of different Hawk proteins or nucleotides could be investigated. 

In the following, I present the successful purification of SMC-HDs and the creation of single-peptide 

constructs, which allow manipulation in the optical tweezers instrument. In addition, I was able to prove 

the engagement of the Smc3-HD and the Smc1-HD-cScc1 subcomplex, which counteracts unwanted 

homodimerization of the Smc1-HD-cScc1 subcomplex, and I characterized the oligomeric state and the 

ATPase activity of different HD constructs. 

III.3.3 Methods 

Construct design 

To generate the SMC-HD constructs, I obtained plasmids from the lab of Daniel Panne (37), which 

contained the Smc3-HD, the N- and C-terminal domains of Scc1 from budding yeast and the Smc1-HD 

from C. thermophilum, which can be expressed in E. coli. These constructs contain cysteine point 

mutations (Smc1-HD L1160C A1201C and Smc3-HD A1159C N1204C), which can be used to crosslink 

the engagement interface. 

The Smc3-HD construct (highlighted in red) includes amino acids 2-262 linked with 

ESSKHPTSLVPRGSS to 971-1230 (40) with additionally added terminal ybbR-tags (DSLEFIASKLA) 

and a His-tag (HHHHHH) for purification. For a second construct the C-terminal ybbR-Tag was 

exchanged with a SpyTag003 (RGVPHIVMVDAYKRYK). 

MGSSHHHHHHSSGDSLEFIASKLAGSMAYIKRVIIKGFKTYRNETIIDNFSPHQNVIIGCNGSGKSNFFA

AIRFVLSDDYSNLKREERQGLIHQGSGGSVMSASVEIVFHDPDHSMILPSGVLSRGDDEVTIRRTVGL

KKDDYQLNDRNVTKGDIVRMLETAGFSMNNPYNIVPQGKIVALTNAKDKERLQLLEDVVGAKSFEVKL

KASLKKMEETEQKKIQINKEMGELNSKLSEMEQERKELEKYNELERNRKIYQFTLYDRELNEVINQME

RLDGDYNNTVYSSESSKHPTSLVPRGSSDITSDQLLQRLNDMNTEISGLKNVNKRAFENFKKFNERRK

DLAERASELDESKDSIQDLIVKLKQQKVNAVDSTFQKVSENFEAVFERLVPRGTAKLIIHRKNDNANDH

DESIDVDMDAESNESQNGKDSEIMYTGVSISVSFNSKQNEQLHVEQLSGGQKTVCAIALILAIQMVDPA

SFYLFDEIDACLDKQYRTAVATLLKELSKNAQFICTTFRTDMLQVADKFFRVKYECKISTVIEVNREEAI

GFIRGSNKFAEVSDSLEFIASKLA 

The neck gate construct includes an N-terminal SpyTag002 (VPTIVMVDAYKRYK), the sequence of the 

Smc3-HD construct (red), a C-terminal linker including a ybbR-tag, two Flag-tags (DYKDDDDK) and a 

His-tag followed by the N-terminal domain of Scc1 (amino acid 1-115, green) and an additional C-

terminal ybbR-tag (adopted from (59)). This fusion construct generated a single-peptide construct of the 

Smc3-HD-nScc1 subcomplex, which contains attachment sites to manipulate the neck gate interface. 

MAVPTIVMVDAYKRYKYIKRVIIKGFKTYRNETIIDNFSPHQNVIIGCNGSGKSNFFAAIRFVLSDDYSNL

KREERQGLIHQGSGGSVMSASVEIVFHDPDHSMILPSGVLSRGDDEVTIRRTVGLKKDDYQLNDRNV

TKGDIVRMLETAGFSMNNPYNIVPQGKIVALTNAKDKERLQLLEDVVGAKSFEVKLKASLKKMEETEQ

KKIQINKEMGELNSKLSEMEQERKELEKYNELERNRKIYQFTLYDRELNEVINQMERLDGDYNNTVYS

SESSKHPTSLVPRGSDITSDQLLQRLNDMNTEISGLKNVNKRAFENFKKFNERRKDLAERASELDESK
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DSIQDLIVKLKQQKVNAVDSTFQKVSENFEAVFERLVPRGTAKLIIHRKNDNANDHDESIDVDMDAESN

ESQNGKDSEIMYTGVSISVSFNSKQNEQLHVEQLSGGQKTVCAIALILAIQMVDPASFYLFDEIDACLD

KQYRTAVATLLKELSKNAQFICTTFRTDMLQVADKFFRVKYECKISTVIEVNREEAIGFIRGSNKFAEVG

SDSLEFIASKLADYKDDDDKHMDYKDDDDKHHHHHHMAKLGDIEFIKVNKMVTENPQRLTVLRLATNK

GPLAQIWLASNMSNIPRGSVIQTHIAESAKEIAKASGSDDESGDNEYITLRTSGELLQGIVRVYSKQATF

LLTDIKDTLTKISMLFKTSQKMTSTVNGSDSLEFIASKLA 

The Smc1-HD (2-242 linked with ESSKHPTSLVPRGSS to 1058-1264, blue) was cloned analogously to 

the Smc3-HD with terminal ybbR-tags and a His-tag. For another construct the C-terminal ybbR-tag was 

replaced with an NdeI restriction site and the SpyCatcher003 domain 

(HMVTTLSGLSGEQGPSGDMTTEEDSATHIKFSKRDEDGRELAGATMELRDSSGKTISTWISDGHVK

DFYLYPGKYTFVETAAPDGYEVATPIEFTVNEDGQVTVDGEATEGDAHT). 

MGSSHHHHHHSSGDSLEFIASKLAGSGKLIRLELFNFKSYKGHHTLLFGDSYFTSIIGPNGSGKSNSM

DAISFVLGIKSSHLRSSNLRDLIYRGRVMKTSKIQDDGTTAPATNGDVNGYENGDAGDDEDTSQRTSR

NDPKTAWVMAVYEDDAGELHRWKRTITANGTSEYRINDRVVNAQQYNEALEKENILIKARNFLVFQG

DVEAIASQSPQDLTRLIEQISGSLEYKEEYERLEEEVRQATEEQAYKLQRRRAANSEIKQYMEQKSSS

KHPTSLVPRGSNPNLRAMDRLDHVRKQLEQTEQEFEASKAKLRQARESFQAVKQKRLELFNKAFTHI

QEQITHVYKELTRSEAYPLGGQAYLDIEEDTDTPFLSGVKYHAMPPCKRFRDMEHLSGGEKTMAALA

LLFAIHSYQPSPFFVLDEVDCALDNANVEKIKKYIREHAGPGMQFIVISLKPALFQASESLIGVYRDQEA

NTSRTLTLDLRKYRGSDSLEFIASKLA 

The Smc1-HD-cScc1 subcomplex was cloned as a single-peptide chain, where a BamHI restriction site, 

the C-terminus of Scc1 (482-564, green) and a SnoopTag (KLGDIEFIKVNK) replaced the C-terminal 

ybbR-tag. 

MGSSHHHHHHSSGDSLEFIASKLAGSGKLIRLELFNFKSYKGHHTLLFGDSYFTSIIGPNGSGKSNSM

DAISFVLGIKSSHLRSSNLRDLIYRGRVMKTSKIQDDGTTAPATNGDVNGYENGDAGDDEDTSQRTSR

NDPKTAWVMAVYEDDAGELHRWKRTITANGTSEYRINDRVVNAQQYNEALEKENILIKARNFLVFQG

DVEAIASQSPQDLTRLIEQISGSLEYKEEYERLEEEVRQATEEQAYKLQRRRAANSEIKQYMEQKSSS

KHPTSLVPRGSNPNLRAMDRLDHVRKQLEQTEQEFEASKAKLRQARESFQAVKQKRLELFNKAFTHI

QEQITHVYKELTRSEAYPLGGQAYLDIEEDTDTPFLSGVKYHAMPPCKRFRDMEHLSGGEKTMAALA

LLFAIHSYQPSPFFVLDEVDCALDNANVEKIKKYIREHAGPGMQFIVISLKPALFQASESLIGVYRDQEA

NTSRTLTLDLRKYRGSSKAIVQMAKILRKELSEEKEVIFTDVLKSQANTEPENITKREASRGFFDILSLAT

EGCIGLSQTEAFGNIKIDAKPALFERFIKLGDIEFIKVNK 

An additional construct added the NdeI restriction site and the SpyCatcher003 domain (orange) between 

the C-terminus Scc1 domain and the SnoopTag, which results in the Smc1-HD-cScc1-SpyCatcher003 

construct. 

MGSSHHHHHHSSGDSLEFIASKLAGSGKLIRLELFNFKSYKGHHTLLFGDSYFTSIIGPNGSGKSNSM

DAISFVLGIKSSHLRSSNLRDLIYRGRVMKTSKIQDDGTTAPATNGDVNGYENGDAGDDEDTSQRTSR

NDPKTAWVMAVYEDDAGELHRWKRTITANGTSEYRINDRVVNAQQYNEALEKENILIKARNFLVFQG

DVEAIASQSPQDLTRLIEQISGSLEYKEEYERLEEEVRQATEEQAYKLQRRRAANSEIKQYMEQKSSS
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KHPTSLVPRGSNPNLRAMDRLDHVRKQLEQTEQEFEASKAKLRQARESFQAVKQKRLELFNKAFTHI

QEQITHVYKELTRSEAYPLGGQAYLDIEEDTDTPFLSGVKYHAMPPCKRFRDMEHLSGGEKTMAALA

LLFAIHSYQPSPFFVLDEVDCALDNANVEKIKKYIREHAGPGMQFIVISLKPALFQASESLIGVYRDQEA

NTSRTLTLDLRKYRGSSKAIVQMAKILRKELSEEKEVIFTDVLKSQANTEPENITKREASRGFFDILSLAT

EGCIGLSQTEAFGNIKIDAKPALFERFIHMVTTLSGLSGEQGPSGDMTTEEDSATHIKFSKRDEDGREL

AGATMELRDSSGKTISTWISDGHVKDFYLYPGKYTFVETAAPDGYEVATPIEFTVNEDGQVTVDGEAT

EGDAHTKLGDIEFIKVNK 

Additionally, versions with increased linker lengths (GSGGSGGSGGSGGSGS introduced at the BamHI 

restriction site and HNGGSGGSGGSGGSHM introduced at NdeI restriction site) were designed to 

account for the artifacts during SDS-PAGE, which created Smc1-HD-link-cScc1-link-SpyCatcher003. 

MGSSHHHHHHSSGDSLEFIASKLAGSGKLIRLELFNFKSYKGHHTLLFGDSYFTSIIGPNGSGKSNSM

DAISFVLGIKSSHLRSSNLRDLIYRGRVMKTSKIQDDGTTAPATNGDVNGYENGDAGDDEDTSQRTSR

NDPKTAWVMAVYEDDAGELHRWKRTITANGTSEYRINDRVVNAQQYNEALEKENILIKARNFLVFQG

DVEAIASQSPQDLTRLIEQISGSLEYKEEYERLEEEVRQATEEQAYKLQRRRAANSEIKQYMEQKSSS

KHPTSLVPRGSNPNLRAMDRLDHVRKQLEQTEQEFEASKAKLRQARESFQAVKQKRLELFNKAFTHI

QEQITHVYKELTRSEAYPLGGQAYLDIEEDTDTPFLSGVKYHAMPPCKRFRDMEHLSGGEKTMAALA

LLFAIHSYQPSPFFVLDEVDCALDNANVEKIKKYIREHAGPGMQFIVISLKPALFQASESLIGVYRDQEA

NTSRTLTLDLRKYRGSGGSGGSGGSGGSGSSKAIVQMAKILRKELSEEKEVIFTDVLKSQANTEPENI

TKREASRGFFDILSLATEGCIGLSQTEAFGNIKIDAKPALFERFIHNGGSGGSGGSGGSHMVTTLSGLS

GEQGPSGDMTTEEDSATHIKFSKRDEDGRELAGATMELRDSSGKTISTWISDGHVKDFYLYPGKYTF

VETAAPDGYEVATPIEFTVNEDGQVTVDGEATEGDAHTKLGDIEFIKVNK 

Expression, purification, labeling and crosslinking 

All SMC-HDs were expressed using pET28a-based plasmids. Cells were grown at 37°C to an OD600 of 

0.4 - 0.6. The expression was induced by the addition of 0.4 mM IPTG and incubated at 18°C overnight. 

For the SMC-HD constructs the pellet of 8 l culture for Smc3-HD or 2 l culture for Smc1-HD were lysed 

in high salt buffer (25 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 2000 mM NaCl, 1 mM DTT and 10 mM imidazole) 

supplemented with 1 mM PSMF and 0.1 mg/ml lysozyme and sonicated followed by centrifugation. The 

supernatant was loaded onto a HisTrap FF-Column (Cytiva, Marlborough, MA), washed first with 10 CV 

high salt buffer and later with 10 CV low salt buffer (25 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 100 mM NaCl, 1 mM DTT 

and 10 mM imidazole). The elution was performed in low salt buffer containing 200 mM imidazole, 

fractions were collected and loaded onto a HiTrap Heparin HP column (Cytiva). The column was washed 

with 10 CV of low salt buffer without imidazole and eluted in four steps of at least 5 CV with increasing 

proportions of the high salt buffer without imidazole (10%, 30%, 50% and 100%). Samples of the input, 

flow-through, wash and the different elution peaks were further analyzed by SDS-PAGE. Fractions 

containing the protein of interest were concentrated for mono- and dimeric SMC-HDs and loaded onto 

a size-exclusion column (Superdex 200 Increase 10/300 GL, Cytiva) equilibrated in (25 mM NaCl pH 

7.5, 500 mM NaCl and 2 mM MgCl2). Constructs, which tend to oligomerize (e.g. Smc1-HD-link-cScc1-

link-SpyCatcher003), were not concentrated, but directly loaded onto a larger column (HiLoad Superdex 
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200, Cytiva). Peaks were evaluated by SDS-PAGE. Fractions containing the protein of interest were 

flash frozen and stored at -80°C. 

For the fluorescently labeled Smc3-HD construct the size-exclusion peak fractions were concentrated 

(30 µM) and attached to the CoA-coupled dye LD-555 (Lumidyne, New York, NY, custom synthesis, 1 

mM) in a 1:2 ratio with additional 10 mM MgCl2 and 30 µM Sfp1. 

The crosslinking procedure using BMOE was previously described (12, 35). For samples containing 

ATP the proteins were incubated on ice for 15 minutes with 1 mM fresh ATP. 

Mass Photometry 

Mass photometry measurements were performed on a Refeyn OneMP mass photometer (Oxford, UK). 

For measurement, borosilicate cover slips were cleaned by sonication in isopropanol and drying with 

nitrogen. Silicone gaskets were placed on the cover slip to create wells. The samples were diluted 1:20 

to a typical final concentration of 50 nM in measuring buffer (25 mM Tris-HCl pH 7.5, 100 mM NaCl, 

1 mM DTT and 2 mM MgCl2) in the sample well and proteins binding to the glass surface were recorded 

for 60s using the software AcquireMP (Refeyn). For data analysis, the software DiscoverMP (Refeyn) 

was utilized to convert measured contrasts into molecular masses (protein standard of known molecular 

mass was used for calibration). 

ATPase activity assay 

The ATPase activity assay was performed using malachite green. 100 nM or 200 nM of the SMC-HDs 

were incubated with ATP for 10, 30 or 60 minutes at 37°C followed by a 2 min incubation at room 

temperature with a 4-fold access of MGAM reagent (1:3 mixture of a 4.2% ammonium molybdate 

solution and a 0.045% malachite green solution with 0.04% Triton X-100). The reaction was stopped by 

the addition of citrate solution (34 g in 100 ml water, 20 µl on 200 µl reaction volume). Absorption was 

measured at 600 nm, blanked by a control without protein, which captures the auto-hydrolysis of ATP 

and amount of produced phosphate was calculated by using a standard curve made from K2HPO4. 

III.3.4 Results 

Purification of SMC-HDs (Fig. 19) following a standard purification protocol (12) resulted into 

precipitation of most of the proteins and a high degree of DNA contamination of the remaining fraction. 

To avoid insolubility issues and DNA contaminations the lysis for all SMC-HD constructs was performed 

hereafter in high salt (2 M NaCl), which is possible due to the single-peptide chain character of the 

constructs. Salt concentration was reduced to 100 mM NaCl during Ni-NTA purification, which allowed 

direct loading onto the heparin column. 
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Figure 19: Construct design of SMC head domain (SMC-HD) constructs including 

terminal kleisin domains. Left: The Smc1-HD (light blue) constructs include ybbR-

tags (dark blue sphere) or the SpyCatcher domain (yellow block). Fusions of Smc1-

HD with the C-terminal Scc1 domain (cScc1, green) were equipped with one ybbR-

tag and the SpyCatcher domain was added in another construct. Additionally, the 

linker length between the protein domains was increased to ensure sample integrity 

(e.g. Smc1-link-cScc1-link-SpyCatcher003). Right: The Smc3-HD constructs (red) 

include a ybbR-Tag and a SpyTag (yellow arrow), which can be covalently coupled 

to the SpyCatcher domain of the Smc1-HD constructs. This results in the formation 

of a single-peptide chain including a full SMC ATPase subcomplex. Lastly, the fusion 

of Smc3-HD with the N-terminal Scc1 includes ybbR-tags on positions, which allows 

the direct manipulation of the neck gate, as well as a SpyTag to introduce the Smc1-

HD-cScc1 subcomplex for engagement. 

On the heparin column, a linear gradient was not enough to separate observed protein peaks. Therefore, 

a stepwise purification strategy with prolonged washing steps was pursued (Fig. 19, see Methods). The 

Smc1-HD and Smc3-HD constructs behaved similarly during the purification, therefore only the Smc1-

HD is shown in Figure 17 as a representative. The single SMC-HD constructs were found to elute at 

10% buffer B (Peak 1, ~ 300 mM NaCl), whereas the different SMC-HD-Scc1 fusion constructs eluted 

additionally at a second peak at 30% buffer B (Peak 2, ~ 700 mM NaCl). 
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Figure 20: Homodimerization of Smc1 head domain by the C-terminal Scc1 domain. 

Top: The single Smc1 head domain (and the construct with the SpyCatcher003 

domain) elutes from the heparin column (UV280: blue, UV260: lilac, conductivity: 

orange) mostly in Peak1 (10% buffer B). Mass photometry revealed that most of the 

proteins are monomeric at a concentration of 50 nM. BMOE-based crosslinking 

indicates that the small fraction of dimeric proteins is not due to a dimerization at the 

engagement interface. Bottom: The fusion construct of the Smc1 head domain and 

the C-terminal Scc1 domain elutes in Peak2 at high salt concentrations (30% buffer 

B). Mass photometry revealed that most of the proteins are dimeric at the same 

concentration. BMOE-based crosslinking indicates that these proteins dimerize at 

the engagement interface (black arrow). Bands at higher molecular sizes can be 

found in the lanes of both constructs, which could represent folded, thermophilic 

proteins, which even survived different denaturing procedures. 

During size-exclusion chromatography, the proteins, which were found in Peak1, eluted mostly as 

monomers, whereas e.g. the Smc1-HD-cScc1 construct was found in Peak2 and eluted as homodimers 

(data not shown). Mass photometry confirmed that Smc1-HD and Smc3-HD constructs are monomeric, 

whereas the Smc1-HD-cScc1 construct forms dimers at the same concentration (Fig. 20, middle). This 

homodimerization could be further verified by crosslinking using cysteine point mutations located inside 

the engagement interface (Fig. 20, right), which was performed in the absence of ATP. This indicates 

that the Smc1-HD-cScc1 homodimer represents a “pre-engaged” apo state in contrast to the ATP bound 

engaged heterodimer. The homodimerization also agrees with the retarded elution from the heparin 

column in Peak2, as engaged heads possess an increased DNA binding surface leading to stronger 

interactions with the heparin column. 
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Figure 21: BMOE crosslinking of the heterodimer of the Smc3 head domain to the 

Smc1 head domain, which is bound to the C-terminal Scc1 domain. To evade the 

issue that the Smc1 homodimer and the Smc1/Smc3 heterodimer have nearly the 

same size and would be undistinguishable during SDS-PAGE after crosslinking, a 

fluorescently labeled Smc3 head domain (indicated by the green star in the cartoons) 

was used to distinguish the proteins. Left: The fluorescent image of the gel. Right: 

The Coomassie stain of the same gel. Top: Cartoons of the visible proteins, which 

can stay monomeric during the crosslinking (not x-linked) or a dimerization at the 

engagement interface can be fixed by the crosslink, which results into a clear mass 

shift of crosslinked proteins (x-linked). First lane, the Smc3 head domain, which is 

fluorescently tagged, did not show any additional bands due to the BMOE 

crosslinking. Second lane, a mixture of the Smc3 head domain and the Smc1 head 

domain with the C-terminal Scc1 domain does not form heterodimers in the absence 

of ATP. A crosslinked band is only visible in the Coomassie stain and represents the 

homodimers of the Smc1 head domain bound to the C-terminal Scc1 domain. Third 

lane, the heterodimer of the Smc3 head domain with the Smc1 head domain bound 

to the C-terminal Scc1 domain is formed in the presence of ATP. The fluorescent 

signal of the crosslinked complex clearly indicates that the fluorescently tagged 

Smc3 head domain was incorporated in the crosslinked band. Forth lane, the Smc1 

head domain bound to the C-terminal Scc1 domain forms a crosslinked homodimer, 

which shows no fluorescence. 
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Since both, Smc3-HD and Smc1-HD, possess cysteine point mutations (see Methods) in the 

engagement interface, their engagement during heterodimerization can be verified by crosslinking using 

the zero-length crosslinker BMOE, which will result into a significant mass shift during SDS-PAGE (37). 

Unfortunately, the Smc3-HD-Smc1-HD-cScc1 heterodimer and the Smc1-HD-cScc1 homodimer have 

the same size, which would impede the interpretation of the crosslinking assay. Therefore, the Smc3-

HD was first fluorescently labeled at its ybbR-tag by using a CoA-coupled dye and then further purified 

to discard the reaction components. The crosslinking was induced for the single proteins and the 

combination of both in the absence or presence of ATP (Fig. 21). It turned out that the heterodimer only 

forms in the presence of ATP, which suggests that the homodimeric configuration is repealed during 

ATP and Smc3-HD binding. 

The Smc1-HD constructs tend to show bands in SDS-PAGE at high molecular masses (see Fig. 21 

right), which might represent not-denatured proteins as this C. thermophilum protein could have an 

extreme stability or these bands represents aggregated or misfolded proteins due to the construct 

design. These bands hinder the evaluation of the crosslinking assay or further SpyTag/SpyCatcher 

coupling. To test if these bands are a result of the artificial construct design, the linker lengths between 

the domains were increased (e.g. Smc1-HD-link-cScc1-link-SpyCatcher003) to exclude steric clashes. 

This new construct shows the typical elution profile in two steps as Smc1-HD-cScc1 (Fig. 21), but 

increased levels of oligomerization were found in the second heparin peak by size-exclusion 

chromatography (Fig. 22), which could result from a domain swap between two single-peptide chains. 

This means that the cScc1 domain of one peptide chain binds to the Smc1-HD of a second peptide 

chain, which results in an unbound Smc1-HD of the first chain and an unbound cScc1 domain of the 

second chain. These unbound domains are docking sites for further assemblies. In addition, the 

engagement interface is still prone to dimerize other Smc1-HDs to these oligomeric structures. The 

existence of oligomers was further verified with mass photometry (Fig. 22). These constructs were 

accordingly not concentrated during the protein purification and monomeric species were used for 

further experiments. Although the increased linker length did not improved the purification process and 

the initial problem of the high molecular bands during SDS-PAGE, these constructs revealed aspects of 

cohesin oligomerization. 
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Figure 22: Oligomerization of the Smc1-HD-link-cScc1-link-SpyCatcher003 

construct. Left: The size-exclusion chromatogram for Smc1-HD-link-cScc1-link-

SpyCatcher003 (UV280: blue, UV260: lilac). Peak1 from the heparin column mostly 

contained monomeric proteins, whereas Peak2 from the heparin column mostly 

contained oligomeric proteins. Right: In mass photometry, the proportion of 

monomers for Peak1 (light blue) was close to 90 % at 200 nM, whereas Peak 2 (dark 

blue) included monomers (~ 30 %), dimers (~ 45 %), trimers (~ 20 %) and higher 

oligomers (~ 5 %) at 200 nM. 

After successful purification of the two SMC-HD constructs, the next step included the covalent coupling 

of both constructs using the SpyTag-SpyCatcher system. For this, the SpyTag of the Smc3-HD interacts 

with the SpyCatcher at the Smc1-HD-cScc1 to form a non-engaged Smc3-HD-Smc1-HD-cScc1 

heterodimer as a single-peptide chain construct, which can be pulled from both N-termini in the optical 

tweezers assay. The reaction between the SpyCatcher003 domain and the SpyTag003 is completed 

after only a few minutes at room temperature (157). The coupling of the HDs can be analyzed by SDS-

PAGE and the gel clearly shows a newly created band (Fig. 23), which represents the non-engaged 

Smc3-HD-Smc1-HD-cScc1 single-peptide chain construct, which is a full SMC ATPase subcomplex. 

 

Figure 23: Generation of a full SMC ATPase subcomplex as a single-peptide chain. 

Left: The Smc1-HD-link-cScc1-link-SpyCatcher003 construct (A) can bind covalently 

to the Smc3-HD (B) via the SpyTag003. The reaction mix (A+B) contains a species, 

which runs at higher molecular masses and which is not present in either (A) or (B). 

Therefore, this species represents a single-peptide chain of the full SMC ATPase 

subcomplex. Right, top: Size-exclusion chromatogram of the reaction mix (UV280: 

blue, UV260: lilac), which separates the single-peptide chain ATPase subcomplex 

from single head domains (12 - 13 ml) and oligomeric structures (9 - 10 ml). Right, 

bottom: ATPase activity of the SMC head domains. The homodimer of the Smc1-

HD-cScc1 construct without the SpyCatcher domain hydrolyzes ~ 3 ATP/min (blue). 

The addition of the Smc3-HD, which has no ATPase activity on its own, lead to the 

formation of Smc1/Smc3 heterodimers, which have an increased ATPase activity of 
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~ 4 ATP/min (red). Without the SpyCatcher domain these head domains cannot form 

a single-peptide chain during the measurement, which would distort the 

interpretation of the ATPase activity. The purified single-peptide chain ATPase 

subcomplex (orange) hydrolyzes ~ 9 ATP/min, which indicates that the limited 

dissolution of the head domains lead to an increase in ATP turnover. 

The components of the reaction mix can be separated using size-exclusion chromatography and 

ATPase activity can be measured with the malachite green ATPase assay (Fig. 23, see Methods). The 

single-peptide ATPase construct hydrolyzes ~ 9 ATP/min, which is higher than the activity of the Smc1-

HD-cScc1 homodimer (~ 3 ATP/min) or the Smc1/Smc3 heterodimer (~ 4 ATP/min). This suggest that 

the limited dissolution of the SMC-HDs by the SpyTag/SpyCatcher linkage leads to an increase in ATP 

turnover. Hence, it is likely that the stimulation of cohesin’s ATPase activity is caused, at least partially, 

by the linkage of the HDs. 

 

Figure 24: Purification of the neck gate construct, which includes the Smc3 head 

domain and the N-terminal Scc1 kleisin domain. Left: The protein elutes from the 

heparin column in two peaks as other SMC head domain constructs (UV280: blue, 

UV260: lilac, conductivity: orange). Middle: After fluorescently labeling of the 

fractions, it turned out that the protein can be digested at the linker between the head 

and the kleisin domain. The heparin column is able to separate digested and full-

length proteins. Right: Cartoons of the digested protein, which can be mostly found 

in Peak1 and the full-length construct, which possesses two ybbR-tags to allow the 

manipulation of the neck gate in the optical tweezers system. 

The neck gate construct formed by Smc3-HD linked to the N-terminal Scc1 domain (Smc3-HD-nScc1) 

was expressed in E. coli and purified similarly to the other SMC-HD constructs presented here. Also 

Smc3-HD-nScc1 was found in two peaks after the heparin column (Fig. 24). SDS-PAGE and 

fluorescently labeling identified the full-length Smc3-HD-nScc1 construct in the second peak, whereas 

the protein in the first peak was most likely digested. The separation of these two populations could be 

a result of the N-terminal Scc1 domain, which extends the DNA binding area of the Smc3-HD and 

therefore causes the retarded elution. In contrast to the Smc1-HD-cScc1 constructs, the size exclusion, 

crosslinking assay and mass photometry did not suggest any formation of dimers or oligomers for the 

Smc3-HD-nScc1 construct or for the Smc3-HD construct (data not shown). The neck gate construct was 

purified with sufficient purity to be used in future optical tweezers experiments. 
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III.3.5 Discussion 

The purification procedure for SMC-HDs produced active ATPase subcomplexes as single-peptide 

chains, which reproduced the ATPase experiments of the individual domains (37, 39, 42). This supports 

further analysis on a single-molecular basis in the optical tweezers assay. Furthermore, the purified HD-

constructs could mimic the properties of SMC complexes in the apo state. Cohesin complexes could 

rest in a dimeric state with low activity if ATP is unbound, like the homodimer of Smc1-HD-cScc1. These 

pre-engaged dimeric complexes could likely be involved in the initiation of loop extrusion. Additionally, 

cohesin complexes could form higher oligomers, like Smc1-HD-link-cScc1-link-SpyCatcher003, which 

would help in cohesin clustering. Furthermore, the single-peptide chain ATPase subcomplex can mimic 

the linkage of cohesin’s heads by the loader complex. 

Dimerization and loop extruding SMC complexes 

Loop extruding cohesin and condensin complexes including all necessary subunits are monomeric 

complexes bound to DNA (6), whereby little is known about the initiation of loop extrusion (30). If these 

complexes dimerize at their HD, they can initially bind DNA at both hinge domains. Passive coiled-coil 

bending (59) could bring the DNA-bound hinge domains in close proximity to the HDs against a lower 

bending penalty as monomeric complexes (115). ATP binding could decouple the complexes by the 

resolution of the homodimer as found in Fig. 21. The transfer of DNA from one hinge domain to the 

engaged heads would lead to the dissociation of one complex, which ensures monomeric complexes 

capable of performing loop extrusion. 

On the contrary, the loop extrusion activity of Smc5/6 complexes was found to strictly rely on their 

dimeric form (95), whereas the Nse5/6 subcomplex inhibits loop extrusion by preventing the dimerization 

of Smc5/6 complexes. This finding aligns with the homodimerization found by the Smc1-HD-cScc1 

construct, which only forms dimers if the domain is bound to the C-terminal Scc1 domain (Fig. 20). In 

the case of Smc5/6, this could indicate that the Nse5/6 subcomplex competes for the binding site at the 

HD, which enables the formation of dimers. Further functional dimers have been reported for bacterial 

MukBEF (155) and JetABCD complexes (158), which suggests that dimerization is an evolutionary 

conserved feature of SMC complexes, which is lost in loop extruding cohesin and condensin complexes. 

Oligomerization and cohesive cohesin 

In our study, we identified the domain swap between neighboring subcomplexes by introducing an 

artificial linker (Fig. 22). However, this effect can occur naturally in SMC complexes because the kleisin 

is simultaneously bound at both heads via its terminal domains. This suggests that during late G1-phase 

newly expressed kleisin proteins (1) could bridge different Smc1/3 dimers resulting in an oligomerization 

as found for the purified fusion constructs even in the absence of ATP (Fig. 22). Since interphase 

chromosomes underlie loop extrusion of monomeric complexes (94, 159), oligomeric complexes must 

be resolved during loading. This could be achieved by the opening of the neck gate during head 

engagement followed by the closure of the neck gate by the association of the loader complex. The 

loader complex could further prefer the formation of monomeric SMC complexes by binding between 

the HDs. 
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Additionally, the domain swap could be involved in the maintenance of sister chromatid cohesion by 

enhancing the clustering of cohesive cohesin (156), which resists the forces generated by the spindle 

apparatus (85). The increased rupture forces of cohesin clusters were already reported using optical 

tweezers (154). Interestingly, the stimulation of the MukBF ATPase activity by the terminal kleisin 

domains (152) supports the notion that the kleisin domains does not necessarily need to originate from 

the same peptide chain to fulfill their functional role. 

ATP hydrolysis and ATPase stimulation 

The SMC-HD engagement regulates the ATPase activity of SMC complexes and leads to the formation 

of a DNA binding site (36, 37). However, the purpose of the energy gained by ATP hydrolysis is 

unknown. Molecular simulations have estimated that the dissociation energy of the Smc1/Smc3 

heterodimer, as formed in Fig. 21, can consume up to 80% of the energy gained by ATP hydrolysis 

(160). This suggests that cohesin complexes and likely all the SMCs use the majority of the energy for 

the resolution of the tight DNA binding by the gripping state. The amount of free energy for further 

conformational changes of the SMC motor, like the O-shape/B-shape transition, is therefore very limited, 

which restricts loop extrusion modeling approaches (30, 63, 115). The energy stored in the engagement 

interface can be quantified by unfolding experiments of the single-peptide chain HDs presented in this 

study. 

By covalently linking Smc1 and Smc3 heads, we created a single-peptide construct with increased 

ATPase activity compared to the isolated domains (Fig. 23), which did not reach the levels of full cohesin 

complexes stimulated by DNA and the loader by an order of magnitude (59, 154). Hence, cohesin’s 

ATPase stimulation can be retraced partially to the physical linkage of the heads by the loader, which 

can bind to the Smc1-HD and the neck gate simultaneously (44–46). The linkage increases the ATPase 

activity most likely by reducing the diffusion of the heads and increasing the probability of head 

engagement (Fig. 23). Thereby, the loader adopts a bent conformation in the ATP bound gripping state 

with engaged heads (45), whereas in the apo-bridged state (ATP-free, disengaged) the corresponding 

subunit of condensin bridges the heads in a more relaxed conformation (60). This suggests that after 

ATP hydrolysis the bent loader conformation relaxes and drives the separation of the heads during 

disengagement (161). It is likely that our single-peptide chain construct coupled with the 

SpyTag/SpyCatcher system simulates the loader induced linkage in a comparable manner (Fig. 25). 

This would allow the separation of the linkage effect of the loader from further conformational changes 

induced by the loader, which propagate to the active sites to stimulate the ATP turnover. 
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Figure 25: Unfolding of the SMC ATPase. Top left: The stability of the engagement 

interface of the SMC head domains can be measured under ATPγS conditions.  Top 

right: Alternatively, the engagement and disengagement cycles under ATP 

consumption can be observed. Bottom left: During these experiments the response 

of the engagement interface should be clearly distinguishable from unfolding events 

of the individual components. Otherwise, the unfolding of the entire polypetide chain 

could identify the origin of an unfolding event and if the investigated tether was 

formed by a single subcomplex or by multiple tethers. Bottom right: Unfolding 

experiments of the individual head domains could give complementary unfolding 

fingerprints, which likely eases the identification of unfolding events of the 

heterodimer. 

DNA clamping and DNA release at the neck gate 

After understanding the conformational changes within the engaged HDs, their consequences for the 

opening or closure of the neck gate can be recapitulated using the Smc3-HD-nScc1 construct instead 

of the Smc3-HD construct (Fig. 26). Furthermore, future studies with the loader or with acetylated heads, 

Pds5 and Wpl1 could investigated DNA clamping (44–46) or DNA release (40, 41, 162) at the neck gate 

in more detail. 
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Figure 26: Unfolding of the SMC neck gate. Top left: The neck gate can be unfolded 

by pulling on attachment points after the head domain and after the kleisin domain, 

which will lead to the opening of the neck gate. Top right: In the literature, it was 

found that the head engagement upon ATP binding opens the neck gate. This 

process could be investigated in real time and different attachment points are 

conceivable (gray or black arrows). Bottom: Future experiments could reveal the 

stability of the globular domain and how the loader bridges the head domains, like in 

the apo-bridged conformation (PDB: 6YVV), or how the loader keeps the neck gate 

close. Alternatively, the mechanism behind unloading via the neck gate by Pds5-

Wpl1 could be investigated. 

To conclude, the successful purification of head domains as single-peptide chains, which can form active 

SMC ATPases, enables various single-molecule studies, which promise to investigate the SMC head 

engagement process, the conformational changes during ATP turnover and the neck gate regulation. 
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IV Discussion 

Cohesin and condensin were found to perform loop extrusion (LE) as monomers under ATP 

consumption (9, 94) and to perform the O-shape/B-shape transitions (8, 59). Both phenomenon inspired 

first iterations of the scrunching model (8), which explains LE as the consequence of these large-scale 

conformational changes enabled by the coiled-coil bending (30, 59). The ATP-cycle could control this 

movement (6, 30, 110), similar to the ATP-dependent stepping of cargo-carrying transporters (53). In 

contrast, my findings about the coiled-coil architecture in chapter III.2 and related research (59, 161) 

support that the O-shape/B-shape transition is not dependent on ATP but is rather a passive diffusion 

event. More and more findings shed light on single aspects of SMC complexes. However, there are still 

plenty of open questions in the SMC field: What is the mechanism behind loop extrusion? What is the 

sequence of events during loop extrusion? And is there a unified LE model for all the SMCs, which is 

frequently suggested (9, 30, 115)? 

To discuss these questions in detail, the first part of this chapter focuses on the different variants of the 

cohesin complexes. Hence, I will examine what aspects make cohesin a loop extruding complex and 

which properties change during the transition between extruding and cohesive cohesin complexes. This 

is important to get a more comprehensive understanding of the interwoven properties of cohesin. 

In a second part, I will discuss the latest models of LE based on our findings and related research. In a 

third part, I will discuss how the SMC complexes use their conserved features in a detailed way. This 

discussion will point out open questions about loop extrusion, which could be tackled with single-

molecule studies of the SMC head domain constructs described in chapter III.3. 

IV.1 Cohesive vs loop extruding cohesin 

Latest research suggests that cohesin complexes can have two “operating modes”. Cohesin can either 

perform LE to spatially arrange the chromosomes (loop extruding cohesin) (6, 11, 94) or it can hold the 

sister chromatids together by entrapping the DNA molecules inside its ring structure (cohesive cohesin) 

(2, 21, 163). While loop extruding cohesin is bound to the loader complex, consumes ATP with a high 

turnover and is able to perform LE without the opening of any interface (94), cohesive cohesin is 

acetylated, bound to Pds5, inhibited in ATP hydrolysis and is able to entrap DNA inside its ring (78, 

164). The transition between the two states must happen through DNA entrapment, which is regulated 

tightly. 

The hinge domain enables topologically entrapment of DNA 

Recently, the different cohesin functions could be separated by intense studies on the so-called DDD-

mutant, which possesses charge neutralizing mutations of the inner channel of the hinge domain. This 

mutant was characterized first in yeast (165) and later in human cells (166), where it was shown to 

perform LE, but not to topologically entrap DNA inside its ring structure. These findings indicate that the 

hinge and especially its inner channel is utilized by cohesive cohesin complexes to allow DNA 

entrapment and sister chromatid cohesion (167). Artificially closing the hinge domain was already shown 

to abolish the establishment of sister chromatid cohesion (66). Although the mechanism behind hinge-

mediated DNA entry is unclear, the evidence for this hypothesis are strong. 
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The hinge domain can adopt a conformation, where the inner channel is accessible by opening of an 

interface in the hinge domain  (44). This suggests that the dimerized hinge domain (48, 165) represents 

a floodgate for DNA entry. If the hinge is opened at one interface to allow transient DNA binding in the 

inner channel (165), a reclosing of this interface and the simultaneous opening of the second interface 

would lead to the release of DNA inside the SMC lumen (44). This could explain how the hinge enables 

topologically loading of cohesin complexes by the DNA entry reaction (Fig. 27). DNA binding at the hinge 

was reported several times (8, 48, 59), including one study (35), which demonstrated that DNA binding 

leads to the opening of the coiled coils emerging from the hinge domain. This could likely be the result 

of a conformational change in the hinge domain, like the proposed opening of the floodgate-like 

interfaces. 

Additionally, topological DNA entrapment depends on the presence of Scc2 and Scc3 in an in vitro 

reconstitution experiment (88) and occurred after elongated incubation times (41). Different interaction 

partners could likely stabilize a specific step in the hinge-mediated DNA entry reaction. It was shown 

that different Hawk proteins including Scc2, Pds5 and Scc3 can associate with cohesin’s hinge domain 

(61, 115). This suggests that after Scc2 establishes initial DNA contacts (41), Scc3 could further regulate 

the hinge opening/reclosing transition (61). This would lead to the topologically entry of DNA in the SMC 

lumen and could be further stabilized by Pds5 (Fig. 27). 

 

Figure 27: Topological vs non-topological loading. After loading of tetrameric 

cohesin complexes (Smc1, Smc3, Scc1 and Scc3) by the loader complex Scc2/4, 

cohesin is non-topologically bound to the DNA and able to perform loop extrusion. If 
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loop extrusion stalls at CTCF sites or at encounters with replication forks, cohesin 

can be topologically loaded by the DNA entry reaction mediated by the hinge domain. 

Alongside this reaction, it is likely that Scc2/4 is exchanged with Pds5 by the 

acetylation of conserved residues in the head domain. Topologically bound cohesin 

can be unloaded via Pds5-Wpl1 after unbinding from CTCF sites. Deacetylation of 

cohesin allows re-loading on DNA if Scc2/4 re-binds to cohesin. Otherwise, cohesin 

is protected during sister chromatid cohesion by the acetylation of cohesin and 

further binding partners (cohesive cohesin) from Wpl1-mediated unloading. 

Cohesive cohesin is released from DNA by separase, which is followed by 

deacetylation and re-cycling of the Smc1/3 dimers (see Figure 6). 

How can loop extruding cohesins be converted to topologically bound cohesins? 

The DDD-mutant additionally interacted with human CTCF in a reduced manner (166). Hence, it was 

speculated that the DNA-binding hinge conformation is relevant for encounters of loop extruding cohesin 

complexes (including Scc2 and Scc3) with CTCF. CTCF was already found to interact with Scc1 and 

Scc3 (121, 168) and therefore an interaction with the hinge domain via Scc3 is likely (61, 115). Since 

the DDD-mutant is deficient in topologically loading on DNA (166), the impairment of CTCF interactions 

with the hinge domain suggests a conversion of loop extruding cohesin complexes to topologically 

bound complexes at CTCF sites. This hypothesis benefits from the longer residence time of cohesin 

complexes at CTCF sites (92, 169), which matches the requirements with the hinge-mediated DNA entry 

reaction (41). Interestingly, artificial cleavage of the kleisin subunit was shown to release more cohesin 

complexes from CTCF sites than for other regions in the genome (170). Kleisin cleavage destroys the 

ring integrity of cohesin complexes and lead to the release of topologically bound complexes from DNA. 

This further suggests that cohesins can be topologically bound at CTCF sites, whereas cohesins at other 

genomic sites are more likely bound non-topologically. 

During LE, cohesin complexes are bound non-topologically to chromosomal DNA (113), which includes 

DNA clamping in the gripping state (44–46). The DNA binding through the gripping state is accordingly 

not dependent on the kleisin integrity (41). This implies that after Scc2-mediated loading to the 

chromosome (Fig. 27), LE is performed until either the loader dissociates (6), which would likely be 

followed by the Wpl1-dependent release reaction (91, 102), or LE stalls at a CTCF site (99, 168), which 

could be followed by topologically loading of cohesin (see above). Since Pds5 binding and Scc2 binding 

are mutually exclusive (78) and Pds5 is found to be required for the CTCF boundary function (162), a 

dissociation of Scc2 during stalling or during the DNA entry reaction can be suggested. A similar 

exchange of Hawk proteins was already demonstrated for condensin (60). Furthermore, LE can be 

stalled at replication forks (105), where cohesin complexes are also found to be converted to cohesive 

cohesins, which entrap DNA topologically (171). These aspects strengthen a correlation between 

topologically loading and LE stalling. 

Unloading of cohesin complexes 

Analogous to the kleisin cleavage (170), the Pds5-Wpl1-mediated unloading pathway (Fig. 7) releases 

cohesin from chromosomes by the opening of the neck gate, which also destroys the ring integrity (172). 
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This scenario is plausible for topologically bound cohesin complexes, whereas loop extruding cohesins, 

which are bound to Scc2 but not to Pds5 (21, 78), should not be affected by encounters with Wpl1. 

Therefore, topological loading could be a prerequisite for the Wpl1-dependent interphase release 

pathway (87), which was not demonstrated yet. 

Although CTCF was shown to protect cohesin from Wpl1 (121, 173), cohesins can be released from 

CTCF sites at the latest after 25 minutes (169). This suggests that cohesin first performs LE at CTCF 

sites (99, 174) until likely the hinge DNA entry reaction converts cohesin to topologically bound 

complexes while the Scc2/Pds5 exchange happens. Ultimately, the unbinding of Pds5-bound cohesin 

from CTCF sites could favor the Pds5-Wpl1 unloading reaction by the recruitment of Wpl1 (Fig. 27). 

During S-phase topological bound cohesin is acetylated (80, 164), which stabilizes Pds5 binding to 

cohesins (83) and likely explains the prolonged protection of Wpl1 (173) in combination with further 

binding partners (175, 176). Cohesion is maintained by this cohesive cohesin variant until cleavage of 

the kleisin destroys the ring integrity by separase (1). Recently, the recruitment of the acetyl-transferase 

to CTCF sites was described (173), which results in the non-canonical acetylation of cohesins at CTCF 

sites (81). It was further speculated that this activity could be conserved (82) and counteracted by the 

deacetylation at CTCF sites (81) (Fig. 22). Therefore, the Scc2/Pds5 exchange could be driven by the 

SMC head acetylation, which preferably recruits Pds5 to cohesin. Future studies will shed light on the 

nature of topological cohesin binding, acetylation and the contrary roles of Pds5, which either is involved 

in the release of cohesin from chromosomes or in the maintenance of sister chromatid cohesion. With 

the SMC-HD constructs introduced in chapter III.3 the influence of these regulatory subunits on the neck 

gate could be addressed. 

To summarize: There is growing evidence that cohesin complexes have two operating modes (cohesive 

vs loop extruding cohesin), which are linked to the topological or non-topological DNA binding mode 

(21). After loading, cohesin performs LE until stalling occurs at CTCF sites or replication forks (99, 105). 

This is likely followed by the DNA entry reaction at the hinge domain (41), which topologically load 

cohesin to the DNA. Furthermore, a Scc2/Pds5 exchange could be a consequence of the  

(non-)canonical acetylation of cohesin, which can convert loop extruding cohesin (Scc2-bound) to 

cohesive cohesin (Pds5-bound) by the different affinities of the Hawk proteins to the acetylated cohesin 

complex (81).  
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IV.2 Models of loop extrusion 

In chapter I.5 we have been introduced to the scrunching model (8, 30, 59), the Brownian ratchet model 

(115) and the DNA segment capture model (63, 112, 116) for LE. These models have their individual 

strength, but rely mainly on the data proposed in the respective paper, whereas differences and 

contradictions are underestimated or ignored. Hence, the models are partially mutually exclusive, which 

could be due to undisclosed aspects of LE, like the recently reported asymmetry of cohesin-mediated 

LE (6). Such missing links would condense all modeling approaches to one conserved SMC LE 

mechanism. 

In this chapter, I will discuss the latest models of LE one after the other with the goal to find answers for 

the central open questions: How is LE performed? Is there also a conserved mechanistic model? And if 

that is not the case, why do the SMC complexes have a conserved architecture? 

The scrunching model 

In the scrunching model (Fig. 9), the DNA is anchored at a safety-belt and the growing DNA loop is fed 

in by a Hinge-Hawk clamp, which can be brought in close proximity to the globular domain by the coiled-

coil bending dynamics. The step size of LE can be convincingly explained by the elbow-based bending 

transitions of the coiled coils, which brings a DNA bound Hinge-Hawk clamp in close proximity to the 

globular domain (6). The coiled-coil bending is postulated to occur during ATP binding to a preferred 

site (59), which likely explains directionality and asymmetry of LE. Furthermore, the DNA transfer from 

the Hinge-Hawk clamp to the globular domain is performed after the engagement of the head domains, 

which could bind the DNA with a higher affinity than the Hinge-Hawk clamp. The anchoring of the loop 

at the safety-belt, which is a static DNA binding pore formed by the kleisin and a Hawk protein, ensures 

the growth of a loop. Next, the hinge domain without the DNA is released by a swing-out movement, 

which resets the LE cycle for further DNA capture (8). Otherwise, the shown cartoons in Fig. 9 for the 

scrunching model are partially derived from findings of cohesin (Hinge-Hawk clamp) (59, 115) and 

partially from condensin (safety-belt at a peripheral position from the complex). This raises the 

questions: Is there a safety-belt for cohesin? And is there a Hinge-Hawk clamp for condensin? 

Furthermore, this model is largely based on the elbow bending dynamics and could not explain LE based 

on the dimerization of Smc5/6 complexes (95). 

The Hinge-Hawk clamp was not found for condensin. In addition, the position of condensin’s hinge 

domain is more distal to the globular domain in the bent conformation than the hinge of cohesin (8, 61), 

which is speculated to impede interactions of a hypothetical condensin Hinge-Hawk clamp with the 

globular domain (177). This still allows the possibility that condensin’s hinge domain can bind DNA by 

itself (8) and that the scrunching model based on the safety-belt could describe condensin-mediated LE. 

Otherwise, clear evidence for a safety-belt-like anchoring of cohesin, have not been found, even in the 

presence of CTCF (94, 99). These considerations and the novel Smc5/6 LE mechanism (95) suggest 

that a conserved working model for the eukaryotic loop extruding complexes cannot be supported. 

Hence, it is likely that the different SMC complexes utilize their conserved SMC features (ATP-

dependent head engagement and ATP turnover, neck gate regulation, elongated coiled coils dimerized 

at a hinge domain, multiple DNA binding sites and regulatory subunits) in unique and different ways. 
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The Brownian ratchet model 

The Brownian ratchet model shares the dependency on a DNA transfer in combination with coiled-coil 

bending, but does not rely on a safety-belt-like anchoring. Here, the Hinge-Hawk clamp is formed with 

Scc3 instead of Scc2 (115). Scc2 stays stably bound at the globular domain in either the gripping state 

(ATP bound) or in the apo-bridged (ATP free) state of the complex, which is supported by recent optical 

tweezers study on the complex (161). Furthermore, the Brownian ratchet model supports the magnetic 

tweezers experiment of EQ-condensin, where the coiled-coil bending was found to take place only once 

and during ATP binding (110). If ATP is bound and the head domains engage, a novel interface for the 

binding of the Hinge-Hawk clamp could be created as sparsely resolved for the gripping state (45) and 

CTCF-bound state of cohesin (178). This novel interface could freeze the diffusive coiled-coil bending 

dynamics (12, 59) in the bent conformation by the binding of the Hinge-Hawk clamp at the globular 

domain to allow further LE steps. Hence, this binding event represents an ATP-binding dependent 

Brownian ratchet and is enabled by the coiled-coil bending dynamics. Therefore, the Brownian ratchet 

relies on the segmented architecture of SMC coiled coils found in chapter III.2, which is in contrast to 

some scrunching models (8, 30) , where the coiled-coil bending dynamics is related to the ATPase cycle. 

Side notes on elbow-based loop extrusion models 

Although the Brownian ratchet model seems convincing so far, there are experimental results that 

contradict the proposed version of this model. First, the prohibited LE activity, if the kleisin unit is cleaved. 

In the model, the unstructured linkers of the kleisin protein spans from the globular domain to the Hinge-

Hawk clamp and back again. The cleavage at one position would not necessarily lose the connection of 

the clamp to the globular domain because the Hawk subunits are postulated to bind in a static way to 

their kleisin binding site. Secondly, an opening of the neck gate during LE and a slipping state, where 

the Hinge-Hawk clamp scans along the DNA, were proposed (115). These ideas contradict the 

observations of LE by the covalently linked complex (94) and the obstacle bypass (113). Therefore, the 

Brownian ratchet model accounts for most observation, but need some extension. The Brownian ratchet 

model could benefit from the unbinding of the Hinge-Hawk clamp from the DNA and the directed coiled-

coil bending dynamics to a preferred site as postulated in the scrunching model (59), which would add 

the directionality and the obstacle bypass to the model. Therefore, a smart combination of the 

scrunching model and the Brownian ratchet model could likely explain cohesin-mediated LE in more 

detail, but further experiments are needed to discriminate between the manifold possibilities of SMC 

activity. 

In the future, LE experiments with altered SMC motor properties would be of high interest. For example, 

a shortening of the kleisin protein, which preserves the binding sites of the Hawks, could result in a 

smaller LE step size. This could validate the Brownian ratchet model. My unfolding experiment of 

truncated coiled coils from chapter III.2 revealed that the truncated coiled coils had a similar fold like the 

wild-type coiled coils, which motivates in vitro LE reconstitution experiments of truncated complexes. 

Additionally, I have found that alterations of the elbow showed misfolded configurations and impaired 

cohesin function in vivo. LE reconstitution experiments with SMC complexes, which possess truncated 

or altered coiled coils, could validate the relationship between the elbow bending dynamics and the LE 
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step size and could additionally reveal why the lengths of the SMC coiled coil are conserved. 

Furthermore, the binding site of the Hinge-Hawk clamp to the globular domain can be identified with the 

SMC head domain constructs introduced in chapter III.3. The stability of this interface, which represents 

the gripping state, could be tested with optical tweezers experiments. 

Alternative loop extrusion models 

Smc5/6 was shown to perform LE exclusively in dimerized form, which is not reported for the other SMC 

complexes. This, and the fact that Smc5/6 does not possess an elbow feature or a safety-belt anchoring, 

suggest that Smc5/6 complexes use a different LE mechanism. A model for LE of dimerized Smc5/6 

complexes is not published yet, but it is reasonable to believe that the combination of two individually 

translocating Smc5/6 could allow this process (95), which raises questions about the translocation of 

these Smc5/6 complexes. 

The DNA segment capture model postulated that the hinge-bound DNA is transported by a dynamic 

pumping movement of the coiled coils towards the globular domain. This leads to a capturing of the 

DNA in different pores of the complex in an ATP-independent manner (63, 112, 116). Without a safety-

belt-like anchoring, this process could likely explain the translocation of monomeric Smc5/6 complexes. 

Further experiments are needed to shed light on the translocation and LE of Smc5/6 complexes, 

whereas the elbow-based modeling approaches could benefit from the DNA segment capture model by 

the identification of the different pores (112), which could help in the DNA anchoring or DNA transfer. 

Of high interest would be an experiment, in which the different SMC complexes are crosslinked at one 

(or only a few) position in the coiled coils to stop the postulated DNA transfer along the coiled-coils. This 

would reveal if the DNA transfer is happening outside or inside the coiled coils. 

IV.3 Creative usage of conserved SMC features 

After discussing the individual LE models, it is still hard to judge, which model fits best and what 

sequence of events is truly performed during LE. Therefore, a closer look at the conserved SMC 

features, like done in chapter III.2 and III.3, promise to provide detailed insights for SMCs and SMC-like 

complexes in general. 

Multiple DNA binding sites 

The Brownian ratchet model assumes two binding sites for the LE mechanism (115), where the DNA 

loop growths between the static globular domain and the moving Hinge-Hawk clamp. Assuming only 

two binding sites, the unbinding of one site, like the Hinge-Hawk clamp, would release the extruded 

DNA loop from the complex. This implies that the Hinge-Hawk clamp must slip along the DNA, but as 

discussed, this does not agree with the observation of the obstacle bypass (113). Hence, it is likely that 

condensin and cohesin have at least three DNA binding sites, which are responsible for LE, like in the 

described scrunching model (8, 59, 110). Consequently, the DNA must be anchored within a pore likely 

formed by the kleisin subunit (safety-belt compartment) and transiently bound at the globular domain 

and the Hinge-Hawk clamp. While the Hinge-Hawk clamp transfers DNA to the globular domain, the 

initial bound DNA at the globular DNA gets repressed. The loop is formed between the anchoring at the 
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kleisin pore and the globular domain, while the hinge can bind a distal DNA position to start the next 

cycle of LE. 

How is the ATPase cycle involved during loop extrusion? 

The canonical ATPase cycle consists of an apo (ATP-free) state, an ATP-bound state, and an ADP 

state, where the cleaved phosphate could be still bound or released (1). For SMCs, the apo state is well 

described and seems to be inconsistent with DNA binding at the globular domain or inside the coiled 

coils (Fig. 4). The coiled-coil bending dynamics are likely independent from the ATPase cycle, while the 

Hinge-Hawk clamp was speculated to get trapped at the globular domain during ATP binding (110). The 

ATP-bound state represents the DNA-bound state at the engaged heads (44–46), which is only 

transiently populated. The lifetime of the engaged heads configuration is not known, but can be 

investigated with single-molecule optical tweezers experiments in dependence on ATP (Fig. 25). The 

engagement could be resolved more frequently during loader and DNA binding because of the increased 

ATPase activity (164). Little is known about the next stages of the cycle, which are speculated to release 

somehow the DNA from the globular domain by the disengagement of the head domains. DNA release 

could happen during phosphate cleavage, phosphate release or ADP release. 

In chapter III.3 we have been introduced to SMC head domain constructs, which are able to engage and 

consume ATP as individual entities. With these constructs the cascade of conformational changes, 

which modulates the ATP-binding pocket from low to high activity, and also the influence of ADP can be 

investigated on a single-molecule level. The found engagement of Smc1/Smc3 heterodimers was able 

to resolve homodimers of the Smc1 head domains, which formed in the apo-state (Fig. 21). This likely 

ensures the formation of monomeric SMC complexes capable of performing LE. Additionally, the 

dissociation energy of the Smc1/Smc3 heterodimer and further the lifetime of the engaged conformation 

in the presence of ATP can be addressed with optical tweezers experiments (Fig. 25). This could reveal 

how long the SMCs “wait” for DNA binding at the globular domain, which then accelerates further LE 

steps or ATPase steps.  With this information a lower limit for the duration of the entire LE cycle can be 

estimated. Otherwise, the loader is speculated to significantly drive the disengagement after ATP 

hydrolysis by the relaxation of its stressed conformation in the gripping state (161) and ensures a high 

ATP turnover rate (164) by the bridging of the head domains in the apo-bridged state (60, 161). Further 

experiments are needed to shed light on the disengagement process, the roles of the ADP-states and 

the physical linkage of the head domains during LE. 

Why are elongated CC conserved? 

Another conserved property of the SMC family is the length of the elongated coiled coils. In chapter III.2 

we have learned that the coiled coils have a spacing purpose, but the relatively high sequence 

conservation indicates an additional role in propagating conformational changes. For cohesin and 

condensin, this conformational changes are enabled by the bending of the elbow. This O-shape/B-shape 

transition is likely enabled by the modular architecture of the coiled coils and therefore a consequence 

of the flexible linkage of the coiled-coil segments flanking the elbow. Speculations of possible helix 

sliding, which could fuel this transition in analogy to cargo-carrying motors, cannot be supported for 

cohesin. As we have learned that SMCs use their features in creative ways, this could still be possible 
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for Smc5/6 or other SMC-like complexes, which do not have an elbow and therefore could use their 

coiled coils for different mechanisms. 

We have shown that alterations of the elbow destabilized the coiled-coil fold and led to mitotic defects 

in vivo, which are a consequence of the distorted cohesin complexes (chapter III.2). These observations 

established the elbow as a folding guide, which ensures proper coiled-coil alignment and which further 

suggested that elongated coiled coils in general could need discontinuities to avoid misfolded 

conformations. Interestingly, the length of the coiled coils and the persistence length of DNA are similar. 

This enables step sizes, which are larger than the complex diameter and therefore ensures the obstacle 

bypass by the capture of a distal DNA segment, which is important in the nuclear context to bypass 

DNA-bound proteins, like nucleosomes. Truncated complexes should have difficulties to bypass 

obstacles, because the chance of finding a DNA segment, which is not along the track, is reduced and 

the bending penalty for loop initialization is increased for complexes with shorter SMC arms. These 

considerations indicate that a length conservation of cohesin and condensin complexes ensures the 

correct DNA hand-over and that bacterial complexes or Smc5/6, which might follow the DNA segment 

model, are likely restricted by the DNA stiffness, which dictates the bending penalty of loop initialization. 

Clustering 

In addition to LE of monomeric complexes, a modeling approach, which is based on clustering of SMC 

(179), could reproduce the LE experiments in a comprehensive way. This idea contradicts the common 

opinion about LE, although clusters of SMC have been reported in the past (156, 180, 181). I have found 

that dimerization in the apo state can occur via the engagement interface of Smc1 head domains (Fig. 

20) and that a domain swap between different complexes can lead to an oligomerization of cohesin 

complexes, like observed for the Smc1-HD-link-cScc1 constructs (Fig. 22). SMC or SMC-like complexes 

can further dimerize or oligomerize using their kleisin domains (43, 158) or their coiled coils (58), which 

provides many possibilities for an SMC cluster formation. The clusters of cohesin were found to be 

specific interactions of hinge and head domains (156), which are cell cycle regulated and peak during 

S-phase, whereas the coiled coils and the elbow were found to be not in close proximity to the sites of 

clustering (61, 156). Therefore, clustering occurs in the context of cohesive cohesin complexes and can 

be favored by acetylation and Pds5 binding. This suggests that there could be two types of LE 

mechanisms, one for monomeric complexes (see above) and one for clustered SMCs, where individual 

complexes bind to DNA and the clustering of the SMCs would bridge the DNA resulting in a DNA loop 

with SMCs at its basis. Since Pds5 and acetylation can be found at cohesins at CTCF-sites (81, 173), 

clustering could not only be involved during sister chromatid cohesion, but also help to maintain 

chromosomal loops and TAD boundaries (179, 180). Future experiments will show if functional 

clustering is possible for condensin or Smc5/6 and if SMC complexes can perform LE in the suggested 

way or if clustering or dimerization effects are responsible for the observed phenomena. 

Conclusion 

Once too simple models could be rejected (10, 182), a variety of experimental results lead to the 

proposal of contradicting loop extruding models (Fig. 9), which were derived from different SMC 

complexes. Since Smc5/6 was reported to perform loop extrusion by dimerization and therefore in a 
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different way than cohesin and condensin, the possibility that the different SMC complexes use their 

conserved features in different and maybe unique ways grows, which hampers the LE modeling by its 

diversity. Additionally, it cannot be excluded that different LE reaction cycles can coexist, like the 

different Hinge-Hawk clamps (Scc2-Hinge or Scc3-Hinge). Future experiments, which tackle the LE 

properties of the SMC complexes, will shed more light on the mechanism behind LE. Besides this high 

aspiration, the investigation of individual SMC domains on a single-molecular basis promise to reveal 

properties of all SMCs in more detail. The unfolding studies of the SMC coiled-coil domain have revealed 

that the elbow is a folding guide for proper coiled-coil alignment and that the bending dynamics are 

rather based on passive fluctuations than on helix sliding coupled to the ATPase cycle. The unfolding 

of the SMC head domains promise to give more insights about the role of engagement and 

disengagement for LE, while aspects of cohesin clustering could already be rebuilt with these constructs. 

By adding Hawk subunits to the setup, it will be investigated if they bind to the engaged Smc1/Smc3 

heterodimer or the neck gate and how this influences SMC activity. This could reveal how DNA release 

(Pds5-Wpl1) or DNA entrapment (Scc2) is performed mechanistically. Furthermore, the planned 

unfolding experiments can benefit from the miscalibration procedure from chapter III.1.  
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